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Abstract

Response planning, as a human cognitive task of developing action steps for achieving goals,
plays a significant role in the safety of complex industrial process such as nuclear power
plant (NPP). Operators can commonly be guided with established procedures to perform
planning. Some plant emergencies, however, may not be explicitly or completely addressed
by existing guidance. Consequently, knowledge-based decision making is called upon,
during when operators primarily have challenges of developing mental models of plant and
mentally reasoning out response plans. This restricts the capability of figuring out required
alternative systems, or components to achieve functions that are not in a typical way. The
same difficulties faced by human expect to be solved by support systems taking advantages
of computer’s capabilities for knowledge representation and heuristic inference.
This thesis presents a work related to the planning support by applying multilevel flow
modeling (MFM). MFM, whose schemes of decomposing and integrating plant’s intentional
knowledge have been proven to be consistent with the standard function-oriented emergency
procedure development process in the general nuclear industry, as well as the way how
operators perceiving planning tasks. Besides intentions, MFM is also able to cover another
aspect of actions to be planned, namely causality by providing a method of causal reasoning,
which makes MFM suitable and competitive to be the domain knowledge bases for the action
planning.
An MFM-based approach of operating procedure synthesis (OPS) is proposed. In terms
of MFM, the traditional artificial intelligence (AI) planning solution is transferred into a
process of searching function states and their realizations, i.e. control actions on components
that can lead plant to a designated goal state by propagating causal influences along relations.
Action’s preconditions are used as sub-goals for searching the other necessary actions for the
achievement of the initial goal. The thesis presents a rule inference method for implementing
the MFM-based OPS method and a rule-based inference system for OPS is developed. First,
each individual action template is represented within MFM by the concept of actuator role.
On the basis of new designed modeling pattern, separate rule bases are established, which
can be used for deriving state- and action-variables of different MFM entities that may be
essential to achieve a goal. In addition, the thesis also proposes the framework of a potential
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real-time planning support system, which can integrate the model-based and rule-based
inference system. Function status assessment should be further considered for interpretation
of valid operating procedures.
Boiling water reactor (BWR) is selected as a case to demonstrate the applications. First,
an MFM model that describes BWR’s operational objectives and functions is constructed
according to the plant configuration. The analyzed scenario is station blackout (SBO), which
is exactly what occurred in the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Accident. To be simplified, only
the initial phase of the accident is considered. The developed MFM-based technique is
applied to generate mitigation approaches in the format of operating procedure for achieving
the goals of preventing core damage and maintaining containment integrity. After comparing
the results with existing severe accident management (SAM) strategies for BWR, it can be
concluded that MFM has strengths of generating many optional alternatives but is restricted
to suggest only strategies that involve affecting flows in a plant. Moreover, the generated
procedures can provide insights on how resources, mainly water and power should be
prepared in advance to enhance plant’s capability of recovering from unprepared accidents.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background

Instead of realizing automation as much as possible, operation of large-scale systems such
as nuclear power plants (NPPs) and chemical plants requires to make trade-off between
computer and human actions for safety considerations [1]. In other words, human should
be always involved in the plant operation to some extent to make decisions and finally
execute actions. At a high level, control room operators need to perform at least four
generic cognitive tasks in sequence to respond an event: monitoring and detection, situation
assessment, response planning, and response implementation [2]. Among them, response
planning, that refers to the activity of developing an approach, commonly a course of control
actions for achieving a goal given in a specific situation assessment, plays a significant role
determining whether plants are able to recover from disturbances [3].
In general, there can be three paths for operators to generate response plans, from which
two categories of planning approaches can be identified. In the first path, when there are
detailed procedures, such as emergency operating procedures (EOPs) to guide choosing
actions, the rule-based planning approach is the most straightforward. The second path
involves the use of established practices that may not be as detailed as EOPs, for example
severe accident management guidelines (SAMGs), which is hence not a purely rule-based
planning approach. Rather, it requires specific knowledge to prioritize selected high-level
action (HLA) candidates. In such case, operators are in a hybrid planning mode, in which
the knowledge-based planning is more predominant than the rule-based one. The third path
implies a complete knowledge-based approach, by which unanalyzed situations that extend
the range of existing procedures should be addressed. Because there are rarely rules can
be applied, operators must develop plans based on their own knowledge about the plant
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and understanding of the situation. [4, 5] Therefore, which planning approach is currently
relevant is determined by whether the planning activity is procedure-guided.
Many lessons learned from the Three Mile Island accident and what recently occurred at
the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station indicated that humans have more cognitive limitations and less capabilities on the knowledge-based planning than the rule-based planning
[6–8].
The knowledge-based planning approach can primarily limit humans’ capabilities in
two aspects. First, unprepared situations are usually accompanied by high risk and time
urgency, which can increase operators’ mental stress level during performing planning tasks.
Second, situations when no existing plan is available always imply that designated responding
systems and their normal usage ways may not be able to work. Alternative systems and
countermeasures are needed to be identified, which place strict requirements on human
knowledge on plant components and situations. Third, even there are resources such as data
or documents, operators may still have not enough time to access and handle them.
Now that human should inevitably be involved in the plant operation, it is widely suggested to develop computerized operator support systems (COSSs) as a part of human-system
interfaces (HSIs), where operators monitor and control, to aid for cognitive tasks, especially
those that may exceed human capability [9–11]. As for response planning, although the
need of generating a real-time plan may be eliminated if situations have been prepared with
procedures, operators still face challenges of planning to identify the appropriate procedures.
In other words, operators still have to perform some knowledge-based decision-making to
find existing plans. In order to facilitate the planning activity and reduce the need of the
knowledge-based planning in such case, therefore, efforts have focused on navigating operators to procedures according to symptoms occurred in the plant. The computerized-based
procedure (CBP) system has been developed to provide the planning aids by designing action
indicators embedded inside the procedures [12]. For unprepared situations, COSS is required
to generate ad hoc response plans, which may help switch parts of the human’s knowledgebased decision-making to the rule-based approach. Apparently, the more procedural support
operators can obtain, the less difficulty they may face during the planning. As shown in Fig.
1.1, define a parameter ν(k/r) to measure the ratio of demands for knowledge-based planning
to those for rule-based planning. The more detailed procedures can be provided, the less
demands for knowledge-based performance and the easier operators can perform planning.
A potential application of supporting planning for unprepared situations is the artificial
intelligence (AI) planning, which refers to the field of automated reasoning for plans that
can let a system reach a desired goal. Planning problems in AI topics can be considered in
two ways: approaches that solves the general problem in a domain independent way and
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Fig. 1.1 Relationship between procedural support and planning approach
those that directly use domain-specific knowledge and heuristics. There have been plenty
of AI researches in the domain-independent planning, which promote combining related
techniques with the real-world domains [13]. One of applications in the process industry is
called operating procedure synthesis (OPS) [14, 15]. OPS is essentially a problem of logical
inference to automatically generate sequences of plant actions.
Table 1.1 summarizes facts of operator’s different planning modes.
Table 1.1 Summary for facts of each operator’s planning mode
Planning mode
Rule-based

Hybrid

Characteristics

Support system

Detailed EOPs exist to guide operators,
no need of generating real-time plans,
easy.

CBP,
navigate to appropriate EOPs,
prevent human errors.

Less detailed SAMGs exist,
need to evaluate best candidate HLAs,
need to determine the way to implement HLAs, i.e. procedure.

Few

No EOP or SAMG is available to address the current state,
operators need to relay on their own ability to reason out a plan,
Knowledge-based
need of both plan formulation and evaluation,
hard.

1.2

Few,
a potential technology: OPS,
computer’s inferential knowledge,
focus on plan formulation

Research theme

This section specifies the range and theme of research in the thesis, including the definition
about response planning, what should be planned, and motivations of using OPS techniques
for the planning purpose.
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Decision-making or planning?

In above statements, it is not distinguished between the term of decision-making and planning.
Decision-making can often refer to the activity of response planning itself, for instance, to
select a system for injecting water into reactor among many options. In NPP operations,
however, the decision-making is applied more broadly to represent the full set of activities
required to select an appropriate action in an operational context rather than only the planning
activity [5]. Figure 1.2 shows a series of decisions that should be made accompanied with the
selection of appropriate control actions. Including planning, there are six general processes:
Detect/Monitor is the process of acquiring plant state data. Operators can passively detect
anomalies, or actively monitor parameters from indicators or displays to establish
understanding of plant states. From this process, operators may initially recognize the
need of actions.
Interpret Current State is about to develop the mental representation of plant status. Operators should know information about system failures, such as causes, or in a high
level, that what safety functions are unavailable. Note that this process is not simply
interpreting plant status from what presented. As shown in Fig. 1.2, operators should
sometimes return to monitoring to actively check somethings that they believe to be
able to be used for understanding.
Determine Implications is to predict how the plant state will progress, such as consequences. Most importantly, goals for planning corresponding responses should be
determined. The result of this process can be a description of goal analysis, such as a
goal hierarchy, which can indicate what goals are the most emergent that should be
satisfied firstly.
Plan refers to the process of selecting or developing a response plan for achieving the goal
identified in the previous process. As introduced before, there are three paths for
performing planning. The first two paths can be guided with more or less written
process and thus are rule-based planning to some extent. Note that these parts of
planning can be linked directly from Interpret Current State without the process of
Determine Implications. The third path is the purely knowledge-based approach that
operators should reason out plans themselves. The final outcome of this process is a
complete course of action sequence. Since EOPs usually include detailed information
about action sequences, the first path of planning can be directly used for Control.
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Fig. 1.2 The full set of decision-making relevant to the planning activity [5]
Control is about to implement the developed plans. For non-routine control actions, especially those generated by the third path of planning, allocating actions may be required
before execution.
Feedback by which the information obtained from executing actions can update the status
understanding. Both the performance of actions and the goal achievement should be
monitored, which can be a source for evaluating the response plans.
Therefore, response planning is not simply an activity of selecting or developing an action
plan for responding. Both decisions made prior to and subsequent to the selection of control
actions are concerned and crucial to the planning process. From Detect/Monitor, the need
of response planning can be confirmed. Interpret current state and Determine Implications
provide goals for planning, which should be the start point of response planning. While
Control and Feedback can provide criteria for evaluating generated response plans. Whether
plans should be re-generated or updated can be determined afterwards.
When considering to develop COSS for generating proper response plans, there is no
doubt that all phases of human’s decision-making rather than only the planning should be
supported. Lee [16] suggests to develop separated support systems for each cognitive process.
Figure 1.3 shows how different support systems interact information with operators. In
terms of planning, an improved display system can make it easy to monitor the need for
planning counteractions. Diagnosis support systems can help operators aware the situations
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Fig. 1.3 Development of separated support systems for different cognitive process
and transfer the goals of planning. After obtaining the goals generated from diagnosis support
systems or input by operators themselves, planning support systems can provide operators
proper response plans. Plans generated by the planning support systems can be validated after
being executed by the operation validation systems, or directly evaluated by the planning
support systems. Re-planning is thus required for either the support systems or operators
themselves.
This thesis will only focus on methods and techniques for the planning support systems.
Information that should be come from the other support systems or operators, such as goals
of planning will be assumed as separated knowledge that can be input into the planning
support systems.

1.2.2

What to plan?

In off-line planning, operating procedures should be developed in advance for normal,
abnormal and emergent conditions. The pre-planned emergency operations usually refer to
EOP and SAMG, the main differences between which are objectives priorities. EOPs focus
on protecting core integrity, while SAMGs are warranted when core damage occurs and
other barriers for public protection are threaten, as referred to the severe accidents [17, 18].
Although this thesis will not elaborate the transition between EOP and SAMG, two planning
scenarios in the final of thesis will be distinguished according to the objective set for planning
to address the similar plant situations that may warrant EOPs and SAMGs, respectively.
Emergency operations are historically event-based, by which only finite initiating events
are considered. It has been suggested that emergency operations should be symptom-based,
by which human actions result from monitoring of plant symptoms rather than specific events.
Operations are prioritized to maintain critical safety functions. Event diagnosis becomes
secondary.[18, 19]. Therefore, procedure development as well as execution start from one or
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a set of plant states to be mitigated, or recovered. This work will address the symptom-based
emergency procedure development, although what expected to be achieved is a real-time
procedure generation.
A complete emergency operating procedure, if it can probably be prepared in advance,
should involve from information indicating when to trigger the procedure, to monitoring
feedback of action execution. Other supporting documents may also be required. Essential
contents of a complete emergency operating procedure must include [20]:
(1) Entry conditions, are used to verify that operators are in the proper procedure.
(2) Automatic actions, whose indications should be presented.
(3) Immediate operator actions, which require to be taken immediately when there are
indications of an emergency. They may stop further degradation of existing conditions
and leave time for evaluating the situation.
(4) Subsequent operator actions, are steps that can return the plant to a normal condition.
These actions are the major body of a procedure, which can be used to achieve specific
objectives. This part may consist of following contents:
(a) Sequencing, which implies that actions should be sequenced primarily according
to technical necessity. The purpose that how an action sequence can achieve the
objective should be clear.
(b) Verification steps, are used to make sure that equipment responses to actions have
occurred and are correct, which could be done by a step of checking indication
resulted from an action.
(c) Non-sequential steps, are actions that can be carried out at various intervals.
(d) Equally acceptable steps, are those for which any of several alternative steps
or action sequences may be equally correct. When the designated steps are not
available due to failure of designated piece of equipment, operator should be
directed to the alternatives.
(e) Recurrent steps, are those that require to be repeatedly executed, typically, monitoring some plant parameter.
(f) Time-dependent steps, are those that require to be executed at some specified
time interval.
(g) Concurrent steps, are those that require to be performed at the same time.
(h) Diagnostic steps, can lead operators to the appropriate sections of a procedure.
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(i) Warning and caution statements, contain information used to prevent actions from
injuring plant personnel, or damaging equipment. They should not be actions.
(j) Note statements, are supplemental information concerning specific steps, which
are not actions.
(k) Location information.
(5) Attachments, are material needed to carry out actions in a procedure.

When it is expected to formulate an emergency operating procedure in a real-time
situation by some support planning system, not all of above contents are necessary or capable
to be planned. (1) is only useful when procedure has been prepared in advance, (2) are not
the ones which can be planned, and there is not enough time to plan (3) and (5). Therefore,
if plant symptoms are confirmed and objectives are specified, only (4) needs to be planned.
This thesis focuses on equipment manipulations that can directly produce effects on plant
performance. (4a) will be mainly concerned. (4d) is extremely important in situations when
the knowledge-based planning is called since these scenarios always imply that designated
plans are unavailable. (4g) may be involved in some planning cases. The remaining of
contents in (4) will not be further addressed.

1.2.3

Research motivations

As pointed in Section 1.1, human has cognitive limitations on performing the knowledgebased planning. When requiring operators to plan responses for unprepared situations, it
commonly implies the need for figuring out unfamiliar or previously unassociated systems as
well as creative ways for using them. This may place a great burden on operators’ mental
models of plant knowledge. Failing to construct sufficient plant models will consequently
limit the capabilities of reasoning out effective responses plans. The same difficulties faced
by human, i.e. representation and reasoning, expect to be resolved by a support system, which
can take advantages of computers’ capabilities for knowledge representation and heuristic or
inferential approaches.
The potential solution of planning for new situations points to a computerized technique
of automatically creating operating procedures, as referred to OPS. Although most OPS
systems approach the problem from two basic aspect involved in planning, domain knowledge
modeling and reasoning, they are generally viewed as a formalization of procedure synthesis,
which means that only routines operations expect to be generated. Few works are capable
to provide alternatives when standard methods are unavailable. This thesis argues that the
main limitations come from the modeling methodologies, which hardly provide explicit and
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substantial knowledge of plant system interconnections and relations. Functional modeling,
in particular to multilevel flow modeling (MFM), which will be used as the primary method
in the thesis, may fill the gap. MFM also provides a tool for making causal inference, which
can potentially be used for planning actions.
MFM has been widely applied to support human cognitive activities including planning.
Another reason why choosing MFM is that in order to support planning, not only the outputs
of a computer system, namely operating procedures are concerned, it is also crucial that
the generated results can be interacted at proper phases of the human cognitive process
[21, 22]. Different abstraction levels of plant knowledge represented by MFM may provide
such support.

1.3

Research contributions

The main research contributions provided by this thesis from the general point of view are:
• By literature reviews, it concludes with weaknesses of plant knowledge modeling
methodologies in most OPS techniques and argues with appropriateness and advantages
of MFM for the planning purpose.
• Propose a systematic approach of OPS based on MFM and an inference strategy for
implementation of the planning method. Develop a rule-based system for making
consistent inference between state- and action-variables on the bases of MFM entities
that may be essential to comprise a procedure.
• Present the framework of a real-time planning support technique, which integrates the
developed model-based and rule-based inference system. Requirements for the further
plant knowledge are proposed.
• Present a case study of the boiling water reactor (BWR). The analyzed scenario is
station blackout, which is exactly what occurred during the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear
Accident. The applications of the developed MFM-based planning technique are used
to generate mitigation strategies for achieving the goals of preventing core damage and
maintaining containment integrity. The study is expected to directly provide insights
on the accident management of similar accidents regardless of immediate response or
advance preparation. The limitations of MFM and relevant planning techniques are
also discussed.
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Organization of the thesis

This thesis consists of the following chapters:
Chapter 2 provides the state of the art about human planning activity and its support. What
given detailed descriptions are reviews of knowledge representation and reasoning
techniques for OPS systems and how function modeling methodology has advantages
for the planning purpose.
Chapter 3 explains the domain knowledge modeling for BWR plant of the Fukushima
NPP by MFM. The model will be used as the knowledge bases for the subsequently
demonstration of support system development and finally case study.
Chapter 4 introduces the MFM-based counter-action planning approach.
Chapter 5 proposes a rule inference strategy for implementing the MFM-based planning
method. A sophisticated planning support system expects to be developed on the basis
of a rule-based inference system.
Chapter 6 provides applications of an accident scenario in the BWR plant, whose modeling
is presented in Chapter 3.
Chapter 7 draws the conclusions and suggest future works.

Chapter 2
State of the art
2.1

Planning as a cognitive skill

To achieve previously established goals, operators can perform two types of response planning, i.e. rule-based and knowledge-based approaches, which accordingly need two kinds
of planning tasks at the highest level, i.e. selecting and developing counteraction plans,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 1.2, each of required planning tasks consists of several
sub-tasks:
• Selecting plans: (a) identifying appropriate EOP, (b) identifying appropriate SAMG,
(c) determining appropriate HLA, and (d) determining action sequence.
• Developing plans: (a) formulating plans, (b) evaluating plans, (c) determining action
sequence.
Each task of selecting plans can be well-supported with existing documents, which
can guide operators from plant symptoms to effective response plans, or provide several
alternatives for solving a problem. Possible skills may involve in identifying entrances for
written procedures, or determining plans when many options can be given.
Performing knowledge-based planning to develop ad hoc plans is more complicated,
which can be resulted from one of two following reasons. First, the situations calling for
developing plans always imply time pressure and uncertainty. Time pressure comes from
the need of mitigating situations as soon as possible in case that the plant states deteriorate.
Sometimes, operators may even not be able to evaluate permitted time span. Situations also
exist that operators are simply stressful to respond and develop plans quickly. Uncertainty
comes from the fact that operators may have difficulty to obtain effective indications of plant
state variables for establishing the understanding about the current plant state. This provides
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an opposite requirement to what the time pressure requires. Operators should wait for acting
until they can understand situations and evolution process, or confirm available component,
to avoid invalid actions that waste time, and those having adverse effects.
Time pressure and uncertainty are objective reasons resulted from the environments.
Humans also have their own cognitive limitations for developing plans. The primary constraint comes from the difficulty for developing and maintaining representations of complex
systems, which can be a mental simulation about the plant and situation. Situations without
support from an existing plan may put higher requirements on representation and operators
must develop their own representation to identify and evaluate response plans. In order to be
competent for deriving effective plans, representation must be capable to show important
connections between components and systems, flexible so that unfamiliar methods can be
created when standard ones are unavailable, and detailed enough to generate executable
sequences of control actions. When the representations generated by operators are not
sufficient, the planning will lose efficiency, detail, and even accuracy.
Representation is the most important factor that determines the capability of performing
tasks of the knowledge-based planning, i.e. plan formulation, plan evaluation, and action
sequence determination. Unlike tasks of rule-based planning that require similar skills, each
above task requires separate cognitive skill. In summary, hence, there can be four high-level
cognitive skills for the response planning:
(1) Ability to identify existing plans. Operators should have sufficient knowledge about
EOPs or SAMGs, including their functions in terms of goals, selection criteria. In
addition, operators should also determine whether the plans can be implemented, for
which whether time is sufficient, whether equipment in the plans are available, and
possible side effects should be confirmed.
(2) Ability to formulate plans. Because the standard methods to achieve the current goal
may be unavailable, a new method needs to be formulated. This skill is relevant to
the capability of developing representations. Necessary knowledge includes those
related to plant components and systems. By using these knowledge, operators should
be capable to mentally configure plant components and systems to achieve a goal or
function that may not be familiarly and typically achieved in that way.
(3) Ability to evaluate plans. This skill equally needs good representations. Different
kinds of knowledge may become essential. Evaluation generally requires operators
to determine plans’ consequences, which are not only about whether the plan can be
executed successfully, but also in relations to the other systems. Operators should
know in detail about plant system interconnections and relations, and have abilities to
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anticipate consequences of the planed actions and mentally simulate progression of the
planned responses.
(4) Ability to determine action sequences for formulated plans. A plan must be presented
as an executable action sequence. Operators should first consider which components
should be applied, then coordinate control actions on them.

2.2

Planning support systems

Depending what cognitive skills are required for operators to perform the response planning,
different planning support systems should be developed. As for the ability to identify existing
plans, planning supporting primarily focuses on development of the computerized-based
procedures (CBP) for guiding operations. To facilitate the rule-based planning performance
and reduce related errors, plant procedures has been experiencing transition from paper-based
to computerized-based. CBP can also support the skill of determining action sequences as
long as detailed procedures have been prepared. Since it is not the main theme of this thesis,
only a brief introduction of CBP will be given in this section. As for situations that have not
been considered in advance, the skills of formulating and evaluating plans as well as action
sequence determination should be supported. Relevant researches focus on automatically
generating action sequences by taking advantages of computers’ capabilities, as referred to
the operating procedure synthesis (OPS). Evaluation of plans may also be involved in some
works. Because generating appropriate plans for unprepared situations is the main objective,
this thesis will put more attentions on the OPS problem.

2.2.1

Computerized-based procedures (CBP)

When existing procedures are available and judged proper to the situation, even though
the need of generating a real-time plans is essentially eliminated, operators may still make
planning errors, such as omission of a step or selection of a wrong step [16]. Hence, it is
crucial for operators to be able to make smooth transitions between procedure steps and
maintain awareness of the status of procedures that are in progress [23]. The roles of CBP can
be to provide relevant information about procedures and steps, provide navigational support,
cue operators when procedural steps are not correctly performed, assess and present parameter
used to satisfy entry conditions for branching with and between different procedures. High
automation level of CBP may also be responsible for plan execution [24].
Depending on different capabilities being provided and levels of the planning support,
CBP can be roughly classified into three categories [25]. Table 2.1 shows capability and
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Table 2.1 Capability and support level provided by different types of CBPs

Level of
Capability
planning support
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Select and display procedure on computer screen
Provide navigation links within or between procedures
Display process data in the body of procedure steps
Evaluate procedure step logic and display results
Provide access links to displays and soft controls
that reside on a separate system
Issue control commands to equipment from embedded
soft controls
On operator command, evaluate a sequence of
predefined steps

CBPs
Type I Type II

Type III

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

level of planning support provided by different types of CBPs. When the support level is
low, the CBP can only provide an opportunity for selecting procedures or steps on the screen.
As the level of planning support gets higher, the CBP can gradually realize more complex
capabilities, such as navigation within or between procedures, indication of continuous
operations, evaluation of step logic, access links for soft controls, and even execution of
control commands. CBP can reduce cognitive loads of identifying existing procedures and
approaches for executing those procedures, at the same time avoid human errors related to
the planning. Typical applications of CBP include the procedures on the N4 pressurized
water reactor (PWR) NPP [26], the computerized procedure manual (COPMA)-II of the
Halden reactor [27], and computerized procedures system (COMPRO) [28].

2.2.2

Operating procedure synthesis (OPS)

Instead of facilitating the identification of existing procedures, the situations without responses prepared require to develop a planning system that can create new counteraction
plans. A potential application is operating procedure synthesis (OPS), which is originally an
AI planning idea to address the similar problem in the process plants. By taking advantages
of computers’ heuristic or inferential knowledge, an OPS system can automatically create
sequences of actions, i.e. operating procedures. Different from that of CBP, the starting
point of OPS is to develop procedures before being able to provide planning support during
execution of procedures. OPS is generally described as a problem of selecting and ordering
a set of equipment manipulations, commonly human actions that can make the process
transform from an initial state to a specific goal state [15, 29, 30].
In the practical exercise, OPS can be used in two purposes. On the one hand, OPS can
be treated as a formalized method of creating procedures for the routine operations such
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as start-up or shut-down. Those procedures should be synthesized off-line. OPS systems
can behave in a well defined way and thus be able to maintain consistency during planning.
OPS systems can provide foundation for capturing knowledge about how tasks should be
performed on a plant in the form of plant models and planning heuristics. When mistakes
are detected in the procedures, or ideas about good plant operations change, it is possible
to refine the knowledge used by the OPS systems and regenerate procedures. On the other
hand, OPS could be used to help operators decide how to act when accidents occur. The
purpose of OPS for responding anomalies is more suitable for the topic of this thesis. In such
case, procedures should be generally synthesized in real-time. As mentioned in Section 1.2.1,
the goals for planning should be determined by fault diagnosis of either human or computer.
[14, 31]
OPS can be defined as a broader concept of planning more than simply formulating
procedures. Plan evaluation can also be considered in OPS to make the generated procedures
satisfy a number of constraints. In other words, OPS can treat all human skills required in the
unprepared situations, from plan formulation and evaluation to action sequence determination
as an integrated task by providing well-analyzed and detailed enough plans. Few work about
development of related planning support systems has been truly done to deal with the
situations that fall outside the existing procedures. OPS may be a solution to fill the gap, but
is still hard to implement for several reasons. The primary difficulty comes from the fact that
some normal systems in the plant may be unavailable in those situations never being analyzed.
As a result, the knowledge used by OPS systems may become inadequate. The other plant
information may be essential to model the knowledge used by the potential OPS systems.
New planning heuristics and approaches for procedure synthesis may also be required.

2.3

Literature review of OPS

This section will give a review about the general concepts of OPS and prevalent techniques
for realizing OPS.

2.3.1

Basic concepts

OPS can be generally viewed as a process of searching a sequence of primitive control
actions required for operators that transforms a plant from the initial state to a prescribed
goal state via a series of intermediate states. Simultaneously, these primitive actions and their
orderings must satisfy a number of constraints, which are usually related to safety. Hence,
the planning problem of OPS can be represented as:
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min ∥xx0 − x goal ∥,

(2.1)

∑ δi

where x0 and xgoal represent the initial and the goal states respectively. δi is a variable
describing an action upon an operable equipment i. This equation implies a process of
determining a set of actions that make a plant moves between the initial and the goal states.
The set of actions must ensure that there is no violation of relevant constraints, i.e.
g(xx) ⩽ 0,

(2.2)

where g(x) is a vector of inequalities between any of plant states and the plant states required
by relevant constraints.
When trying to solve the OPS problem expressed as equation (2.1) and (2.2), there are at
least three fundamental concepts as follows that should be considered regardless of which
planning technique will be applied.
Domain should be determined to specify the area where planning will take place. In order
to generate plans, a planning agent, i.e. an OPS system must at first have knowledge
about what kind of actions will be planned and what objects can be acted. The
planning domain considered in the OPS context is usually the process plant in question.
Generally, a model that describes the topology how equipment interconnects each other
is required. The detail level of the plant model should be dependent on the requirement
for detail of actions in procedures. Figure 2.1 gives a common example of OPS domain,
in which there are two connected valves that can be operated by control system and
human, respectively. Water is the object being processed.
Human

Control
system

valve-1

valve-2

water

Fig. 2.1 An example of the OPS domain
State is a description on the physical behavior of the planning domain. There should be a
model that indicates the states of not only the objects processed by a plant but also
equipment. The former can guide the planning from the initial states to the goal ones.
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While the latter can help determine available and effective resources used for OPS. It
is assumed that states are not able to change spontaneously. In other words, there must
be actions acted by an agent to transform domains between states.
Action is a approach for transforming a domain from one state to another. It generally
requires OPS systems to model action templates, which should describe how the
effects of actions will change the state of a specific equipment item and the whole
domain. In above example, a human action of opening can be defined for valve-1,
which can let the water flow through the pipeline if valve-2 is open.
In summary, the minimum information required by OPS systems should be [32]:
(1) A model of the plant topology.
(2) A description of the initial state of the plant.
(3) Specification of goals for planning.
(4) Explicit representations of the possible actions that can be performed.
Additionally, the other factors may also be considered in the planning problems, such as
constraints, which should be very dependent to the application domains [33]:
• Process constraints (e.g. temperature and pressure).
• Production requirements (e.g. quality).
• Hazardous constraints (e.g. explosion and toxicity).
• Mechanical constraints (e.g. operational conditions and design limits).
OPS systems are developed based on distinct assumptions and modeling of plant knowledge including domain, state and action. This results in different planning approaches
involved in respective OPS systems. In the following, thus, different OPS techniques will be
reviewed according to different modeling methodologies of plants.

2.3.2

State-network paradigm

The simplest plant modeling for OPS is called state networks [34–37], in which all possible
plant states including process situations and component status are represented as nodes and
arcs connecting nodes are actions that can transform the plant from one state to another.
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(b) The modeling of state network

Fig. 2.2 An example of modeling state network for a forced boiler system [30, 31]
Figure 2.2 shows an example of modeling state network for a forced boiler system being
composed of a tank, a heater and a pump.
In the context of state networks, the procedure synthesis will be a process of searching a
path of arcs that can lead a plant from the node representing the initial state to that of the
goal state. Every identified path through the state network can contribute to a valid operating
procedures for achieving the goal. Before synthesizing procedures, all plant states and the
other requirements should be resolved in the modeling of state networks. However, it is
difficult to ensure comprehensiveness when creating and maintaining state networks. On the
one hand, even considering a plant with only binary-state valves, the size of a state network
can be too huge for human to perceive because the number of plant states will increase
exponentially with the amount of variables, i.e. valves. On the other hand, it is not convenient
to modify the modeling when the requirements for component operations change.

2.3.3

Operator-based approaches

Many OPS approaches have their origins in the Stanford research institute problem solver
(STRIPS) planners [38]. The core of STRIPS is an unique method for representing an action,
which is called operator. Different from the state-network paradigm that models actions
as bridges between states, operator is an action template that consists of two elements: a)
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preconditions that specify the state of a plant under which the action will be executed, and
b) effects that specify the plant state after this action being executed. An operator can be
described by a lollipop with the name of the corresponding action. Figure 2.3 shows how to
model the actions for the system presented in Fig. 2.2a with the concept of operator. The
preconditions of an action are written on the left of the stick and the effects are on the right.
’?h’ and ’?p’ indicate that the operators are applicable to the other actions on the similar
component. Since the effects defined by operator are fix, the planning approaches based on
operator is also called deterministic effects-based OPS.

Start pump
?p

Start heater
?h
State (?p) is on
Pump of (?h) is ?p
State (?h) is off
Tank temperature is low

State (?h) is on
Tank temperature is high

(a) Operator of starting heater

State (?p) is off

State (?p) is on

(b) Operator of starting pump

Fig. 2.3 The modeling of operators
Figure 2.4 shows how to formulate an action plan for the case introduced in Section 2.3.2
with the definition of operators. Apart from two instantiations of operators shown in Fig.
2.3, there are two special ones with ’<’ and ’>’ inside the rectangle that describe the initial
and the goal states, which should be the start and the end of planning, respectively. Therefore,
the former has only effects, which the latter has only preconditions. The planning can be
done by finding some way to satisfy each precondition of the goal states, which thus is a
backward chaining searching method. As shown in Fig. 2.4, the goal can be matched with
one of effects of a defined action. Then, one of preconditions of this action can match the
effect of the other defined actions or the initial states. The action ordering should also be
considered. For instance, one of preconditions of the operator "start heater H1" is :state
(P1) is on", which is a safety consideration. This precondition can match the effect of the
operator "start heater H1". In other words, staring pump P1 should be a precondition for
starting heater H1, and thus should be executed at first step.
There are many ways to implement the above planning process. A common approach is
using backward-chaining searching for operator selection and forward-chaining for action
ordering. The backward approach can ensure that the preconditions of each action are
satisfied, while forward one can simulate the effects of each action to verify if the action is
safe. Typical pioneering relevant researches and specific considerations are briefly introduced
in the following.
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Fig. 2.4 Formulating an action plan with the definition of operators
Original approach
Works by Rivas et al. [39, 40] set the foundation for the development of forward-chaining
OPS systems. These works tried to solve the valve sequencing tasks in the chemical plants, in
which procedures only involve opening and closing valves. The basic algorithm of procedure
synthesis consists of three high-level steps, i.e. operator selection, determining action effects,
and verify safety. At first, the algorithm searches actions, which are possible, safe, and
directly contribute to the goal. Operator selection requires an agenda of the goals that are
left to be solved. Here the agenda is defined as a set of goals not satisfied in the current state,
which is called differences. The synthesis process will stop when the agenda is empty, which
means that all goals have been solved.
The forward-chaining paradigm can be reflected in the process of determining action
effects. The selected actions are simulated to evaluate whether the generated procedures are
safety. There are several situations considered unsafe in particular to the valve sequencing
tasks, which should be avoided after simulating the effects of each action.
Stationary-state
Works in [41–43] introduced a concept of stationary state on the base of the procedure
synthesis algorithm in [39, 40]. Between the initial and the goal states, the stationary state
is defined as an intermediate state, during when the operating goals are partly met and the
system does not change over time. An simple of stationary state would be a closed flow loop
with a pump in line: momentum is imparted to the fluid by the pump, meanwhile lost to
friction in the piping. The latter, which is a simultaneously inverse operation, can be viewed
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as a stationary state. This new definition of state can function as a recovery state in case of
emergency, such as shutting down parts of the plant while keeping the rest in operation.
The algorithm considering stationary state solves operator selection and ordering separately. Firstly, it selects exactly one action for each goal that is not true in the start state.
Means-end analysis is used to form the goals that are not satisfied. When a difference
between the current state and the goal is identified, a sub-goal is produced to eliminate the
difference. Conflicts between actions are resolved after performing the operator selection.
Sub-goal state
In order to prevent conflicts between actions, works by [44, 45] proposed the idea of sub-goal
state, which is a consistent state assuming that the preconditions and effects of all currently
selected actions are true. Actions can be only selected if they are consistent with the sub-goal
state. The operator selection strategy considering sub-goal state has advantages of solving
situations where a goal is more than one step away from the start state [30, 31].

2.3.4

Topology-based approaches

Actions may not have a fixed set of effects as what is defined by operator. The effects of one
action can vary depending on whether the other actions are executed. Therefore, some OPS
approaches try to consider effects of multiple actions. Same with the operator-based approach,
this kind of approaches is also concerned specifically with valve-operation sequencing issue.
Here the OPS problem is usually addressed by a model of plant topology.
The simplest case of synthesizing valve operations is to create a flow in a plant. Because
a flow can be the effects of many valve operations, action synergy is more suitable. O’Shima
[46] is the earliest work trying to develop an action synergy system for synthesizing valve
operations for flow creating. The plant knowledge used for planning is modeled in terms
of valves and connectors, which are thus topology-based. Foulkes et al. [47] improved
O’shima’s work by considering pump operations, because a flow can only be realized by
promoting from a pump. A system can create a flow by finding a path via the plant from
the given source to the given sink. A simplified blending system is used for explaining the
topology-based OPS approach. Figure 2.5 shows the schematic of the blending system. An
OPS goal of charging materials from a storage tank to a blender can be described as:
Transport f luid materials f rom a1 to b1.
Plant knowledge is represented by "fragments" of pipeline via which materials can flow
through. For instance, the actual flow in the pipeline from tank a1 to the center of valve v01,
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Fig. 2.5 A blending system used for explaining topology-based OPS approach
namely j01 can be modeled as:
link a1 to j01 by [v01(op)].

(2.3)

The square bracket indicates conditions that are required for the statement "link a1 to
j01", in the above fragment just one, i.e. v01 open, which means that materials can flow from
a1 to j01 only if valve v01 is open. Some pipeline fragments can have several conditions
including state requirements on multiple components, the following is the pipeline from the
center of valve v10 (j10) to the center of valve v06 (j06),
link j10 to j06 by [v01(cl), v10(op), v06(op)].

(2.4)

Where op and cl represent the valve state of open and close, respectively. The pipeline
containing pump can be described as,
link j06 to j07 by [v06(op), p01(ru), v07(op)].

(2.5)

Where ru represents the running state of pumps. To achieve the initial goal, a set of fragments
as following should be identified to establish a flow path from a1 to b1:
link a1 to j01 by [v01(op)],
link j01 to j06 by [v01(op), v10(cl), v06(op)],
link j06 to j07 by [v06(op), p01(ru), v07(op)],
link j07 to j38 by [v07(op), v38(op), v39(cl)],
link j38 to j08 by [v38(op), v08(op), v09(cl)],
link j08 to b1 by [v08(op)].
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Conditions in the square bracket of each identified fragment can be collected as the
conditions for the found flow path. These conditions also indicate the necessary operations
on valves and pumps on this identified path. In above case, thus, the required operations are:
v01, v06, v07, v38, v08

open

v10, v39, v09

close

p01

start

The other works based on plant topology tried to solve specific planning problems
occurred in particular application cases: Roach et al. [48] proposed the default state of valves
for the situations when the system must maintain a flow of a chemical, while the valves along
the initial route should be kept on. Lakshmanan and Stephanopoulos [49] provided a method
for adding purge operations to prevent unsafe mixture of chemical materials from forming
during valve operations.

2.3.5

Simulation-based approaches

In above OPS approaches, only qualitative effects of actions is considered, such as creating
a flow. Those approaches focused on feasibility of plans rather than optimization of time
and cost. One of main limitations is that dynamic behaviors and quantitative information
of actions are not considered. Therefore, there are several OPS systems [32, 50–52] that
try to describe plant dynamic behaviors with simulation models, by which quantitative
information of actions can be considered. Since time issue can be addressed, it is possible
to determine which actions can be carried out in parallel as well as the duration of actions.
Moreover, optimum plans can be obtained. For instance, Li et al. [50] introduced a nonlinear programming approach to search for an optimal process operating path. Asprey et al.
[52] also tool a method to explicitly account for time optimization. Note that simulationbased OPS systems primarily focus on synthesizing routine procedures such as startup and
shutdown. Hence, they are inadequate to solve the emergency responding.

2.4
2.4.1

Functional modeling for planning
Intentional knowledge

Although above researches made many efforts on applying AI planning to solve real world
problems, they still viewed OPS as a computer reasoning issue, which might perform well
for synthesizing procedures of routine operations but not emergency solutions. When solving
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Fig. 2.6 The flow of a central heating system [54]
OPS in responding anomalies, however, it is more proper to consider the planning more as
a human cognitive task. Accordingly, modeling methodology and planning approach for
procedure synthesis should be reconsidered to identifying essential resources more suitable
for emergency situations.
When developing an OPS system for synthesizing emergency procedures, it is useful
to match the information processed by computers to the knowledge processing of human.
Not only the outputs of a computer program, i.e. procedures should be concerned. It is also
important that parts of results generated by OPS systems can be interacted at proper phases
of the human decision-making [4, 21]. When encountering a cognitive task not limited to
planning, operators generally consider it within a context of intentions and purposes [53].
Considering a central heating system shown in Fig. 2.6. The main purpose of the system is
to keep room at a specific temperature. The heat energy of water that is obtained from the
boiler can be released through the radiator. Water cycle is driven by a pump, which requires
lubrication oil to be provided. There are also pipelines of water supply and expansion tank to
realize respective intentions.
First, the central heating system has intentions that should be considered during design
phase. As shown in Fig. 2.7, the primary objective could be the temperature keeping, which
is realized by the heat energy transfer from the boiler to the radiator. This process needs not
only fuel combustion in the boiler to supply energy, but also a water circulation driven by
pump working. To ensure normal performance of the pump, at least two conditions should be
satisfied: electric power and lubrication oil being provided. When considering detail in next
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Fig. 2.7 The design intentions of the central heating system
abstraction level of lubrication oil supply, corresponding realizations can be identified. Note
that the water circulation should realize a secondary objective, i.e. to remain the water level
within safety limits. In a word, a system can be developed according to its design intentions,
by which realizations for specific objectives should be identified.
The same knowledge can be used for human cognitive activity that requires a comprehensive understanding of system intentions. Considering a diagnosis task, for instance, the
most straightforward diagnostic goal would be to relate the symptoms of malfunctions to a
possible failed component with the aim of repairing or exchanging. Take the example in Fig.
2.6, it is assumed that the room temperature decreases. A common way of diagnosis is to
construct a fault tree, which is a logic description of relations between a top event and its
possible failure causes. The interpretation of fault trees is dependent on implicit knowledge
about the intentions of plant operators who perform the diagnosis [55]. Figure 2.8 shows
how the building of fault trees can be guided by the intentional knowledge. The diagnosis is
essentially processed along the design intentions shown in Fig. 2.7.
The assumption as the top event is that the room temperature fails to maintain at an
expected value. Since the energy transfer is intended to directly achieve the goal, failure of
goal achievement may result from the decrease in the energy transfer, which may be caused by
fuel shortage, or insufficient water circulation. In the next level, pump working is described
as a realization for water circulation. Pump failure can be therefore considered as a cause
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Fig. 2.8 Fault diagnosis using system’s intentional knowledge
for the insufficient water circulation. The other possible causes for the top event can also be
explained for the similar reasons relevant to system’s intentional knowledge. In the next step
of identifying causes, it may be necessary to find means of compensating the failure situations
if the causes cannot be repaired or exchanged. This implicitly indicates the possibility of
intentional knowledge for the planning purpose. However, a more comprehensive analysis of
system intentions would be required.
It is inevitable that operators of complex plants would conceive the planning problem
within very specific purposes no matter when they understand the meanings of actions in
existing operating procedures, or try to formulate plans according to their understanding of
situations [56]. What intentional knowledge can be used as necessary resources for achieving
goals depends on the task objectives and the current system status. Figure 2.9 describes
two planning situations of above case, in each of which parts of intentional knowledge may
be used: a) If the central heating system is working without failure, it needs to plan action
solutions to compensate the temperature decrease. As shown in Fig. 2.9a, the top goal can
be described as an action, i.e. to increase temperature, which apparently needs to increase
heat transfer to radiator. The working status of the system implies that the pump is working
as well. Hence, there are two possible solutions to increase heat transfer, i.e. increasing
heat generation in the boiler by supplying more fuel or air, or increasing water circulation
by increasing the speed of pump. b) If the system is currently not working but no failure
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is detected, the planning will become a start-up task. Not like in the first situation that all
essential resources for realizing the top design objective possess, only do not perform as
expected, here all design intentions should be satisfied from the first. As shown in Fig. 2.9b,
thus, one should execute corresponding actions that can achieve all intentions considered in
Fig. 2.6. Although the intentional knowledge cannot give any information that can synthesis
the identified actions into a sequence, i.e. procedure, it is a crucial element that should be
considered by human or computer when performing planning regardless of what the planning
tasks would be.
Therefore, planning is not only about to find action solutions reaching a physical state
in the plant (causal aspect) as argued by most OPS approaches, but also to achieve some
intentions conceived in human minds (intentional aspect), which have not be well analyzed.
Both causal and intentional aspects of planning must be considered in the development of OPS
system. Deficiency of consideration on the intentional aspect limits the capability of most
OPS systems to generate effective plans for responding anomalies. Hence, OPS systems that
are intended to generate emergency operating procedures must at first have a representation
that reflects the intentions of systems. When planning based on the representation, the
intentional knowledge provides a logical restraint, which is not only an useful but also an
effective searching space for identifying necessary actions.

2.4.2

Functional modeling methodologies

As analyzed above, the intentional knowledge is inherently a kind of functional hierarchy
information. It shows the internal functioning organization of a complex system and the role
of the stable parts of the system described by different abstraction levels [57]. Functional
modeling utilized by the AI society is a technique that is capable to describe intentional
knowledge in a hierarchic framework by providing information about system goals, functions,
components, and their relationships [53, 58]. Accordingly, functional modeling can be used
for many applications ranging from system design to supervisory control such as diagnostic
and planning. Prevailing functional modeling methodologies include goal tree success
tree-master plant logic diagram (GTST-MPLD) [57], real-time control system (RCS) [59],
functional resonance analysis method (FRAM) [60], and multilevel flow modeling (MFM)
[53].
GTST-MPLD
Goal tree (GT) can be viewed as a functional hierarchy starting with a functional objective at
the top. The objective is then decomposed into a set of sub-goals, the achievement of which
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Fig. 2.10 The paradigm for modeling a GTST-MPLD
are necessary for the success of the top level goal. All sub-goals may be further decomposed
to explain how they are achieved functionally. At the end of the decomposition in GT,
the lowest-level functions address functions that are directly performed by components,
which then form the success tree (ST). Thus, ST is a logical structure that describes how
an objective can be fulfilled by a set of components. Since the interrelationship between
system parts a the lowest level of GTST can show multiple ways to achieve the high level
functions. For instance, an objective can be realized by many systems, while a component
can simultaneously achieve multiple goals. To represent the knowledge in GTST in a more
compact and transparent format, MPLD is introduced, which starts at the lowest level of
GTST, which indicates how the physical systems support the last levels of the functional
decomposition. Figure 2.10 shows the paradigm for modeling a GTST-MPLD. First, a GTST
model is constructed with logical connectors, i.e. "or" and "and" to describe the relations
between goals and functions. Each leaf of the tree structure can correspond to a realization
system or component. MPLD model is a dependency matrix (the lower part of Fig. 2.10),
which shows how independent parts of system as represented in a hierarchical form are
interrelated. The left side of the matrix displays a set of necessary systems [57].
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RCS
RCS specifies the hierarchy modeling of intentional knowledge used for developing complex,
integrated, and intelligent real-time control systems. It is a hierarchy between the system’s
organizational hierarchy and system’s behavioral hierarchy, in which the system is modeled
with levels of control templates for processing information. The templates represented as
control nodes can be used repeatedly in all control levels. As shown in Fig. 2.11, in each
level represented by a control node, there are four elements: a) behavior generation (BG),
which takes a command from a supervisor and decomposes it into sub-tasks represented as
subordinates nodes; b) world model (WM), is a representation of the external world and
provides data to behavior generation; c) value judgment (VJ), evaluates cost, benefit and risk
of planned actions; and d) sensory processing (SP), is the interpreter of the gathered data
from sensors. Standard levels used in RCS hierarchy are "Servo", "Primitive", "Elementary
move", "Task", "Groups" from bottom to top [59].
FRAM
The purpose of FRAM is to identify and model systemic functions that are required to carry
out a specific activity, such as accident analysis. Functions in FRAM refer to a more broadly
concept, namely the means that are necessary to achieve a goal. Functions can be categorized
as either human, organizational, or technological ones. More generally, a function represents
tasks or activities that are needed to produce a certain result. At first, each function is
described in terms of sic aspects, i.e. Input(I, what is transformed), Output (O, the result),
Precondition (P, conditions that must be fulfilled to perform a function), Resource (R, what is
consumed by the function), Control (C, what supervises or regulates the function), and Time
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Fig. 2.12 Six aspects used to characterize function
(T, temporal conditions that affect how the function is carried out) to construct an FRAM
module, as shown in Fig. 2.12.
Next, the potential variability of function in the FRAM model should be characterized.
Several common performance conditions that address the combined human, technological,
and organizational aspects of each function, can be used to elicit the variability. Then,
determine the possibility of functional resonance is determined based on dependencies or
couplings among functions given their potential or actual variability. Instantiations should be
identified to illustrate how different functions are actually connected in a defined context.
Finally, recommendations are developed on how to monitor and mange the variability,
that is able to detect undesired variability. Figure 2.13 shows an example of analyzing an
aircraft incident by using FRAM taken from [61]. Relations marked in red color indicate
instantiations, which are the function couplings occurred in the actual accident.
MFM
MFM is a similar way for functional analysis of complex systems to GTST, that can model
multiple abstraction levels of intentional knowledge including functions and goals. And,
MFM has a similar way to define function, i.e. a verb with FRAM, but more particularly for
technological functions. Another difference of MFM from the other functional modeling
methodologies is that it describes functions in terms of flow, which makes MFM very
suitable for addressing problems in complex process plants that commonly involve in many
interactions of flows between materials, energy, and information. Different modeling symbols
are used to describe relationships between goals, functions, and components in a graphical
model.
In MFM, however, component information is reflected only by their roles in providing
flow functions rather than components themselves. Besides the capability of modeling
intentions, MFM models are also capable to explain causal dependencies involved in flows by
using some predefined relations between functions. Hence, MFM can also be used as a tool
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Intentions

Realizing

Goals

Modeling

MFM
models

Functions
Behaviors

Explaining

Structures

Causalities
Fig. 2.14 Intentional and causal aspects covered by MFM
[67, 68], alarm analysis and filtering [69], and a dynamic operation permission system for
supporting human error prevention of control actions [70].
Since MFM can well cover the intentional aspect (to achieve a goal) and causal aspect (to
reach a state) of planning, it can potentially be used for the planning support of the process
systems. The earliest work of MFM planning was a method of deriving action sequences for
the routine start-up task of a boiler power plant [71, 72]. Functions that should be established
for the task can be searched according to the relations shown in the MFM models. L.E.D.
Souza et al. [73, 74] considered advantages of MFM in knowledge acquisition for planning
systems and proposed a domain-independent approach on the base of case studies by M.N.
Larsen [71, 72]. W. Qin [75] proposed an EOP validation method, which can be treated as a
off-line planning solution towards more appropriate procedures. By applying the influence
propagation rules implied in the causal relations of MFM, there are some works that focus
on generating emergency response plans [76, 70, 77, 78]. In this study, MFM will be used as
the modeling methodology for OPS.

2.5
2.5.1

Theory of multilevel flow modeling (MFM)
Modeling principles

The concepts of means-end and part-whole decomposition or aggregation play a significant
role for modeling the intentional knowledge of process systems with MFM. Along the
means-end dimension, as shown in Fig. 2.15, systems are described in terms of three general
levels, i.e. physical component, function, and goal. In the function level, systems can be
further decomposed into different levels of abstraction, in which the lower level functions
can provide means for realizing the higher level functions. Meanwhile, functions serving as
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END
Goals

Functions

PART

WHOLE

Components

MEANS

Fig. 2.15 Means-end and part-whole decomposition and aggregation in MFM
means for different ends can also be aggregated in the part-whole dimension, in the same
way as multiple components are integrated in a system [53, 79].
The design feature of many-to-many mappings of plant systems, that the same objective
can be realized by many alternative subsystems and simultaneously the same system can
have several purpose, can also be a resource for identifying essential components and control
actions for planning. Figure 2.16 shows how the many-to-many mappings are described by
the means-end concept of MFM. The and notation (the circle with "and" inside) indicates
that the end Q1 requires two means (P1 and P2 ) for its realization. While the or notation
indicates any of P2 , P3 , and P4 can realize the end (Q2 ). In addition, share and arbitrate
notation means that a means can achieve many ends at the same time, and only one end at a
time, respectively. [53, 80]
Q1

Q2

and

or

Q3

End

P1

share

arbitrate

Means
P2

P3

P4

Fig. 2.16 Many-to-many mappings
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(target-function)

Producerproduct
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Enable
Disable

Fig. 2.17 Basic MFM modeling symbols

2.5.2

Modeling language

In order to describe the function and goal levels, a graphical modeling language including
symbols and syntax is provided. Figure 2.17 shows the basic modeling symbols of MFM,
comprising targets, structures, a set of functional primitives and a set of relations used for
connecting functions or targets. Six basic flow functions are used to describe plants involving
interactions between different kinds of flows such as material, energy, and sometimes
information. Control functions and corresponding relations are also defined to represent the
other operational conditions and restraints in plants.
The MFM modeling language also includes syntax, which is a set of laws specifying how
functions should be legally connected by relations to reflect actual dependencies between
them. According to the types of MFM relations, there are three categories of syntax:
• Syntax for modeling connections with influence relations, which explains what function
connections within one structure are legal. Take transport for instance, it can only
have one in-port (the arrow pointing from) connection with source, balance, or storage,
and only have one out-port (the arrow pointing to) connection with sink, balance, or
storage.
• Syntax for modeling means-end relations connecting functions and targets. Any flow
function in a structure can connect some target outside the structure by a meansend relation. However, only limited sets of combinations are semantically correct.
Objective can only be maintained or produced, while threat can only be destroyed or
suppressed.
• Syntax for modeling means-end relations connecting functions and the others. Functions in one structure can connect functions in another one by mediate or producer-
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product if existence of the latter function is conditional on the former. MFM does
not clearly declare what functions cannot be connected. Possible connections can be
modeled if they can be observed in the real system.

2.5.3

Modeling example

Modeling for the central heating system in Section 2.4.1 is used to demonstrate the MFM
modeling procedure and usage of the MFM modeling language. The MFM model is shown
in Fig. 2.18. Since the means-end and part-whole decomposition and aggregation by MFM
is essentially based on an analysis of system’s intentions, Fig. 2.7 will be used for guiding
the modeling procedure.
Firstly, it should be distinguished between goal and objective. Goal can be viewed as an
intention expected to result in something to the world outside the system, while objective is a
more narrow intention, which is only discussed in terms of the current system. For instance,
keeping room’s temperature is a goal we hope the central heating system can achieve for
the environment, and maintaining heat output is an objective that should be achieved from
the view point of the system. From this objective, thus, MFM model can be constructed
according to system’s intentions in lower levels of abstraction.
Modeling starting from an objective is a top-down process, which is suitable when the
physical realization is not known in detail such as in the early phases of system design. In
some cases, however, objectives are vaguely defined, during when modeling should aggregate
components from bottom to possible objectives or higher levels of functions. Both top-down
and bottom-up approaches are suggested for building MFM models [79]. Combining with
the example, the MFM modeling procedure can be summarized as [62, 81]:
Step 1. Flow complete Determine objectives and main function structures according to
intention analysis, and identify corresponding mass-flow and energy-flow in each
structure based on process analysis. The direction inside transport can indicate the
direction of flow. The most relevant to the objective of maintaining heat output is
an energy flow structure (efs1) describing heat energy transfer functions from boiler
(source) to room (sink).Two conditions should be satisfied to ensure heat transfer. One
is fuel combustion represented by efs2, in which chemical energy in fuel and air are
converted into heat. Another condition is the water circulation involved in a mass flow
structure (mfs1), which describes the water transport in the whole system. mfs1 can
also achieve the objective of maintaining water level in the expansion tank. Water
circulation can be driven by pump working functions (efs3), in which electric energy
(source) is converted into rotation energy (transport_electric-rotation) and some of
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Goal: keep room at
certain temperature
Objective: maintain heat
output from system

Efs1: heat energy transfer

transport_(radiator-room)
source_(heat)

Efs2: fuel combustion

transport_(pipe-radiator)

Mfs1: water transport

Goal: maintain water
level within safety limits
Objective: maintain water
volume in the tank

transport_(water circulation)
transport_(chemical-heat)

storage_(expansion tank)

Efs3: Pump working
transport_(electric-rotation)

transport_(oil circulation)

Mfs2: lubrication
of circulation

Efs4: pump working
transport_(electric-rotation)

Fig. 2.18 The MFM model of the central heating system
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energy are lost due to friction. In order to ensure normal operation of pump, the
energy conversion process (balance) requires a condition (represented by objective of
lubrication oil circulation, which is equally provided by pump working efs4.

Step 2. Means-end assembled In this step, relations between objectives and flow-structures,
or with structures are determined. In efs1, the heat transfer from radiator to room
(transport_radiator-room) can directly contribute to the achievement of the objective,
and it is generally called main function. A maintain is used to connect between
objective and main function. A producer-product connecting efs1 and efs2 indicates
that the main function transport_chemical-heat provides the energy source for heat
transfer in the system. mediate is used to connect transport_water circulation in mfs1
and transport_radiator-room in efs1 because there is a shift between two roles of the
same object, i.e. water. storage_(expansion tank) in mfs1 directly contributes to the
achievement of the goal of keeping water level in the tank as well as the objective of
maintain water volume.
Step 3. Causal role refined In Step 1, functions in each structure are only syntactically
correct to represent flows. In this step, influence pattern of each function connection
is identified, which can be used to determine which type of causal relation, either
influencer or participant should be modeled between functions within a structure. This
step can be done by referring system design and general physical principles.
Step 4. Control refined (if necessary) In this step, control opportunities are analyzed. Identify functions whose states are subject to external influences, which can be referred to
control systems or human operations. Add MFM control functions and related relations
into the model. In this example and the other cases in the thesis, control functions will
not be used as a strategy for OPS, hence are not considered in detail.

Chapter 3
Domain knowledge modeling of boiling
water reactor (BWR)
The General Electric (GE)-Hitachi type of boiling water reactor (BWR), which is a kind of
light-water reactor as same as the Fukushima-Daiichi NPP in Japan, is selected as a case of
modeling domain knowledge used for OPS. The disaster occurred at the Fukushima-Daiichi
NPP exposed inadequate capabilities of emergency response planning, and accordingly has
raised a lot of discussion about how accident management should be improved by providing
planning support [7, 8]. The study of BWR case for the OPS purpose is therefore expected
to provide not only direct suggestions for responding the Fukushima accident, but also
foundation on wide applications for similar plant situations.
Although BWR plant has never been modeled with MFM in the literatures, many insights
can be obtained from previous modeling practices, such as a modeling paradigm for heat
transfer in power systems [81], and some modeling cases in the nuclear industry, including
modeling of the Monju NPP, which is a fast breeder reactor (FBR) in Japan [82], and
modeling of a Westinghouse type of PWR plant [83].

3.1

General description of BWR

Aside from the heat source, which comes from nuclear fission, the generation cycle of BWR
is substantially similar to fossil-fueled power plants. In contrast to PWR with two kinds
of loop systems, BWR has only one cycle for power generation. In addition, there are
various auxiliary systems that are designed to satisfy stricter safeguard requirements and
maintain corresponding safety functions. The model will be constructed according to system
configuration of Unit 2-5 in the Fukushima-Daiichi NPP, as shown in Fig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1 Fukushima-Daiichi NPP unit 2-5 summary of facility and configuration [84]
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System configuration

The light water is circulated through the reactor core in a reactor pressure vessel (RPV),
producing saturated steam which is separated from recirculation water, and directed to the
turbine-generator through the main steam line. Then, the steam is converted into water in
a condenser by the cooling of sea water. Cooled water is pumped into the RPV via the
feed-water line with feed-water pumps.
Auxiliary systems in BWR can be divided into two groups [85]. One is used for normal
plant operation:
• Shutdown cooling function of the residual heat removal (RHR) system, removes decay
heat from the core after the reactor shutdown. Watar is taken from the RPV, pumped
through the heat exchanger, and return to the RPV.
• Fuel pool cooling (FPC) and filtering system. The RHR system can supplement the
heat exchangers when spent fuel assemblies are excess.
• Closed cooling water system for reactor service, provides a second barrier between the
primary systems containing radioactive products and the service water system.
• Control rod drive (CRD) hydraulic pressure system, is used for driving control rods.
• Make-up water condensate (MUWC) system, is originally designed for supplementing
water into the RPV during normal operations.
Another group of auxiliary systems is applied as standby options or emergency functions
to satisfy specific safety requirements:
• Standby liquid control (SLC) system, is a redundant control system for shutdown in
the situation that the control rods cannot be inserted. The water source comes from the
standby liquid storage tank (SLST).
• Reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system (high pressure), can cool the core and
maintain sufficient water in the RPV when it becomes isolated from the turbine system.
Since it is steam turbine-driven, RCIC does not need alternating current (AC) power
for normal function as long as direct current (DC) (battery) power remains available.
• RHR system:
– Low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) function. It is an operation mode that
from the output of RHR heat exchanger, water can be charged into the RPV.
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– Containment spray function. A mode that from the output of RHR heat exchanger,
water can be charged into the PCV in the form of spray.
– Suppression pool (S/P) cooling function. A mode that ensures temperature in the
S/P. Water is cooled by RHR heat exchanger.
• High pressure coolant injection (HPCI) system, has similar operation mechanism to
RCIC, and shares the same water resources (S/P and condensate storage tank (CST))
and parts of pipelines (inject into feedwater line).
• Fire protection (FP) system, which has a water resource from filtered water tank (FWT)
and shares parts of pipelines with MUWC.
• Automatic depressurization system (ADS), depressurizes the RPV by blow-down via
safety/relief valves (SRVs). In conjunction with LPCI and CS, they constitute the
emergency core cooling system (ECCS), the aggregate of which is designed to protect
the reactor core against fuel cladding damage in the event of a loss of reactor coolant
inventory.
• Core spray (CS) system (low pressure), is used to prevent fuel cladding damage when
the core is uncovered. Water is pumped from S/P and injected into RPV.
• Venting systems, are pressure devices with rupture disk to prevent over-pressurization
of the PCV by allowing venting.

3.1.2

Operational objectives

The operational objectives should first be identified in modeling of a system. There are two
categories of objectives that should be achieved in the operation of BWR plant. One is for
satisfying normal operational requirements and the other is a set of safety goals that need to
be achieved or maintained during emergency. The major operational objectives of BWR are
summarized in Table 3.1, which should be the start point of modeling.
The purposes of the first category of objectives are to satisfy production requirement
(obj1 and obj2), and to main the operational environment in the RPV within safety limit
(obj3 and obj4). The emergency objectives primarily consider the three fundamental safety
functions (FSFs) as follows that should be achieved during an accident [86, 87]:
(1) Control of reactivity (Reactor shutdown: obj8).
(2) Removal of heat from the core (Core cooling: obj5).

3.2 Modeling BWR with MFM
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Table 3.1 Major operational objectives of BWR
Category

Number Description

Category-I
(Normal)

obj1
obj2
obj3
obj4

Maintain electrical power
Maintain nuclear power
Maintain water level in the RPV
Maintain the average temperature/pressure in the RPV

Category-II
(Emergency)

obj5
obj6
obj7
obj8

Produce increase of the heat transfer from the reactor core
Produce decrease of the average temperature/pressure in the RPV
Produce increase of the heat transfer from primary containment vessel (PCV)
Produce decrease of the nuclear power (shutdown)

(3) Confinement of radioactive materials and limitation of releases (Maintain integrity of
RPV and PCV: obj6 and obj7).

3.2

Modeling BWR with MFM

Although two categories of objectives imply two different operational situations, they can be
contributed by the identical parts of plant structures and accordingly functions in terms of
MFM. When decomposing the end into lower levels of means, hence, different functions for
achieving different objectives can be included in the same function structure. Additionally,
according to many-to-many feature of systems, there are cases that the same end can be
simultaneously achieved by many different means, which in turn may constitute a flow
structure. In order to avoid representing same functions repeatedly by adapting a pure
top-down modeling strategy, bottom-up modeling approach is also used to describe known
functional flows in BWR at the first modeling step.

3.2.1

Energy flow of the whole plant

Functions of energy flow of the whole plant is first constructed by a energy flow structure
efs_main, which can contribute some of operational objectives. Figure 3.2 shows the energy
flow in efs_main. What MFM functions can be used to describe flow in the figure will be
introduced in the following.
Energy stored in nuclear material in the form of mass can be converted into heat energy
by fission process. The heat energy is transferred to water in the RPV, then to steam. The
energy stored in the water can also be removed by cooling systems. Energy in steam has
five directions: a) being utilized by the other systems, such as turbine-driven pump; b)
electricity generation, which is the main purpose of generating steam; c) being transferred
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Fig. 3.2 Modeling energy flow of the whole plant
to environment by condenser after steam being utilized; d) being transferred to the external
water from spray system; and e) being directed to S/P, the energy stored in which can be
removed by cooling systems, or transferred to gas in S/C, then PCV, and finally air in the
environment.

3.2.2

Mass flow in RPV and PCV

The most relevant mass flow is that in RPV and PCV, which is represented by a mass flow
structure mfs_main. Figure 3.3 shows the main flow in efs_main.
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Fig. 3.3 Modeling mass flow in RPV and PCV
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The flows considered here primarily refer to water and steam transfer process in RPV
and PCV, possibly also involving S/C. Nuclear materials do not appear in flow process as
long as there is no damage in the fuel cladding. Water in PRV can be boiled and evaporated
into steam, which in turn can be condensed into water when the pressure increases or core
spray system works. Water can be utilized by the turbine for electricity generation, then
through condenser cycled back to the RPV. There are injection or spray systems being able
to supplement water in the RPV during events of loss of coolant inventory. Through SRVs,
steam can be directed into S/P, where steam is condensed into water. Same to the process in
RPV, water in the S/P can be evaporated into steam, which in turn can be condensed in water.
Steam in the RPV can also be used by HPCI or RCIC to drive turbine-pump of high pressure
RPV injection systems such as RCIC and HPCI. The exhausted steam is condensed into
water in the S/P. There is also containment spray system that can increase water inventory in
the S/P at the same time of deceasing pressure of S/C.
Some of functions involved in mfs_main can be means realizing functions in efs_main,
which can be described by appropriate MFM means-end relations, such as mediate and
producer-product. What kind of means-end relation should be modeled to connect functions
with the other functions as well as objectives will be elaborated in Section 3.2.5 and Appendix
A.

3.2.3

flow structures of dependent auxiliary systems

Some auxiliary systems of BWR are dependent, which implies that they can share parts
of pipelines. Dependent auxiliary systems can be constructed as one mass flow structure
mfs_auxiliary, as shown in 3.4.
Functions of above systems can contribute to RPV injection or PCV spray, which hence
can realize some of functions included in the structure efs_main and mfs_main. Means-end
relations can be used to describe the realization and connect between structures. All injection
or spray systems need to work under pressure of a pump. In MFM, pump is generally
modeled as a energy flow structure as shown in Fig. 3.5 that can provide a means of material
transport in systems. The other forms of energy can be converted into rotation energy, parts of
which are converted into kinetic energy of blades that can be used for pressing flow. In BWR,
pumps are distinguished between electric-driven and turbine-driven. The energy source of
the former pump is electric power, whose volume in the power grid cannot determine how
much energy can be converted into rotation energy in the pump, thus a participant relation is
used to connect between source and transport. While the energy source of the latter pump is
steam provided by HPCI or RCIC. Since the more steam obtained, the more energy can be
transformed to pump, a influencer relation is modeled.
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3.2.4

Modeling of independent auxiliary systems

Systems like CS and SLC have independent water resource and pipelines. As shown in Fig.
3.6, those systems are modeled by a mass flow structure in a high abstraction level with fewer
functions, only source, transport, and sink to represent a flow. This structure can provide not
only means for functions in efs_main such as core heat removed, but also means for functions
in mfs_main such as external water resource. Since independent auxiliary systems also need
working of pump to provide pressure, an energy flow structure should also be modeled by
the same modeling paradigm shown in Fig. 3.5a in the lower level of abstraction.
efs_main

Means-end mfs_independent
Means-end

mfs_main

Means-end
efs_pump

Fig. 3.6 Modeling mass flow of independent auxiliary systems

3.2.5

Complete MFM model of BWR

The complete MFM model of BWR is shown in Fig. 3.7, which is composed of all flow
structures depicted above. How structures can be interrelated between each other by meansend relations will be explained. The detailed descriptions of modeled functions can be found
in Appendix A.
Except for obj3 which is related to a function in mfs_main, all operational objectives of
BWR are contributed by functions in efs_main. As for objectives that should be achieved
during normal operation (obj1-4), they emphasize to keep a operational parameter at a certain
value, or within accepted range of change, thus in the MFM model a maintain relation is
used to connect objective with the corresponding main function. Although objectives for
emergency (obj5-8) are also expected to keep some parameters within safety limits, it may
focus on recovering from an occurred abnormal situation, especially during an unexpected
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event. In other words, it is desired to generate a change for the current plant state, thus
produce relation is modeled for connection between objective and main function.
Because some functions in efs_main and those in mfs_main describe two roles, i.e.
processing energy and materials of the same system, mediate relation can be used to represent
perspective shift between two roles and make connection between two structures.
As indicated in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.6, auxiliary systems, most of which have pipeline
connection with RPV or PCV can contribute as means for functions in both efs_main and
mfs_main. On the one hand, auxiliary systems provide external water sources for RPV or
PCV. Therefore, water is outputted from the point of view of auxiliary systems, while from
the point of view of RPV or PCV, water is inputted. One the other hand, water injection to
RPV or PCV has another purpose of removing heat. Since two aspects of one phenomenon
are described, producer-product relation is primarily applied to make connections between
structures.
Energy conversion in pump produces flow transport in pipeline, thus producer-product
relation is used to connect efs_pump and mass flow structures representing auxiliary systems.
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Fig. 3.7 Complete MFM model of BWR
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Chapter 4
MFM-based counter-action planning
approach
4.1

Teleological and causal aspect of actions

It has been demonstrated that action planning is about identifying solutions for not only
reaching a physical state but also achieving an intention [56], which imply two aspect
of actions respectively, i.e. causality and intention or teleology. Not limited to control
manipulation in plant operation, here the action refers to a more broader concept as any
praxis, which can be defined as using means to actualize end. The teleological aspect of
actions indicates that notions of purpose are concerned, which thus a subjective content.
However, it is not incompatible with objectivity of complex engineering systems that should
follow the natural principles like physics.
As shown in Fig. 4.1, from agent point of view, an action P as a means should be used
with the intent of achieving the end Q. As to the object presenting in the system, such as water,
above means should also be able to produce the end. In other words, there are cause-effect
relations between means and end. The causality can be viewed as an objective or observable
aspect and another purpose of an action [88, 89]. The two aspects of actions complement
each other. The reason why an action can be perceive as causality is that there is teleology.
Conversely, reasoning about means and ends would be no meaning if there is no causal
relation to ensure that the end can be achieved.
As indicated by the arrows in Fig. 4.1, the two aspects also imply two motives for actions,
i.e. the "in-order-to" and the "because-of" motives [90], which could be used as clues for
planning actions. From end to means, it is the "in-order-to" motive that means are called in
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order to achieve end. In the opposite direction, the reason why the same means are selected
is because of the fact that they can cause the end.
The reason why actions can be understood in terms of teleology and causality is because
systems have corresponding features. When considering planning actions with domain
knowledge modeling, therefore, it should inevitably consider both teleological and causal
aspects of systems. As introduced before, MFM has advantages of representing teleological
knowledge in the means-end and part-whole dimensions. In fact, the causality of system
is also considered in the modeling when using causal relations to connect between flow
functions. For instance, a influencer relation is used when a non-transport can affect the
state of the neighboring connected transport function. Depending on different connection
patterns in the model, there can be many possible ways of causes producing effects in terms
of states. This is the causal feature of MFM, which can be applied to make causal inferences.
Therefore, MFM provides respective ways for two aspects of systems as well as actions, and
thus two potential methods for the action planning.

means

effect

causality

AGENT

Q

teleology

end

P

OBJECT

cause

Fig. 4.1 Teleological and causal aspect of actions

4.2

Causal reasoning

4.2.1

States of functions

As shown in Table 4.1, each MFM modeling primitive including flow function and target can
be defined with different qualitative states, which reflect status of objects in systems.
As for flow function, states are defined in comparison with a specific norm, such as an
alarm limit range for system performance, i.e. a normal state. Except for barrier and balance,
all the other functions can have a high state and a low state. There is also a special state
with "no" such as no flow, which is an absolute definition rather than a relative concept. The
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Table 4.1 Possible qualitative states of MFM functions
Function

Qualitative states

Source
Sink
Transport
Barrier
Storage
Balance
Objective
Threat

Normal, high/low output potential, no output potential
Normal, high/low input potential, no input potential
Normal, high/low flow, no flow
Normal, breach
Normal, high/low volume, no volume
Normal, fill, leak
True, false
Exist, non-exist

"no" state implies that function does not perform an useful behavior as defined by function’s
naming regardless of what performance criteria is. The function with a "no" state can still be
treated as a part of model as long as it is enabled and still has potential to behave. However,
the disabling of function will not be considered as a state even though it is characterized by a
"no" state in the system. The function is no longer available any more. Enabling and disabling
of function will be elaborated in the introduction of action phase. As stated by function itself,
the normal state of barrier is being able to isolate, whose opposite is being breached that
materials can flow through. balance can be filled and leaked when the represented system is
not balanced. Note that states of the target, i.e. true/false of objective and exist/non-exist of
threat are determined by how the states of its main function is prescribed to contribute to the
target [91].

4.2.2

Causal dependencies in MFM

States can be interrelated between functions. It is argued that there are causal dependencies,
i.e. cause-consequence relations exist in different function connection patterns of MFM,
which can reflect the general laws in physical world and hence are independent to a specific
modeling object. Depending on which kind of relation is used for connecting between
functions, there are two categories of MFM patterns that describe the causal dependencies
in the part-whole and means-end dimensions, respectively. Because that MFM syntax can
constraint a lot of illegal function connections, there is only a finite set of patterns and
accordingly a finite set of causal dependencies. Since the consequence resulted from a
specific state can be treated as a cause, then propagate its influence to the other parts along
different cause-consequence relations, these causal dependencies are also called the influence
propagation rules [70]. Table 4.2 summaries the influence propagation rules of different
MFM patterns, which are the most recent version [91, 81, 68].
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Table 4.2 Influence propagation rules of each MFM pattern
Category

Direct
influence

Indirect
influence
Part-whole

Balance
-cross

MFM pattern
sou

tra

sto

tra

sou

tra

sto

tra

tra

sto

tra

sin

tra

sto

tra

sin

sou

tra

sto

tra

sou

tra sto

tra

tra

sto

tra

sin

tra

sto

tra

sin

tra1

bal

tra2

tra1

bal

tra2

tra1

bal

tra2

tra1

bal

bal

bal

bal

*

sto/sin high (low)
sou/sto high (low)

tra high (low)

sou/sto low-low*

tra low-low

sto/sin high (low)

tra low (high)

sto/sin high-high**

tra low-low

tra2 high (low)

tra1 high (low)

tra1 high (low)

tra2 high (low)

tra1 (tra2) high (low) tra2 (tra1) low (high)

tra2

tra2 high (low)

tra1 low (high)

fun1 high (low)

fun2 high (low)

fun state1 (state2)

obj true (false)

fun2

Function
-function

fun1

obj

Function
-objective

tra high (low)

tra1

tra2

Means-end

sou/sto low (high)

tra1 (tra2) high (low) tra2 (tra1) high (low)

tra2

tra1

Consequence

tra1

tra2

Balance
-one side

Cause

fun

obj

fun

Non-transport cannot affect transport from the upstream through a participant relation unless it is a situation that
there is not enough mass or energy in the upstream, as referred to the "low-low" state.
** Non-transport cannot affect transport from the downstream unless it is a situation that there is saturation in the
downstream, as referred to the "high-high" state.
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1. Part-whole category. In the part-whole dimension, functions are connected by influencer or participant. Depending on what function the influence comes from, rules
are distinguished between direct and indirect influence. balance is a special function,
through which neighboring transport functions can be interrelated as long as the balance is in a normal state. There are two types of rules for different patterns involved in
balance.
(a) Direct influence. When a transport changes its state, it can directly result in
consequence of a neighboring non-transport without delay. State change in
transport can cause consistent consequences in the downstream, and opposite
ones in the upstream. For example, [tra, high] can cause [sto, low] in the upstream,
or [sto, high] in the downstream.
(b) Indirect influence. State change in non-transport can have potential effects on
neighboring transport functions, which thus is referred to the indirect influence.
Use of influencer implies that non-transport can actively affect the flow, i.e. state
of the neighboring transport. While participant means that non-transport can
only passively deliver or receive flows. Only when there is not enough mass
or energy in the upstream ("low-low" state) or saturation in the downstream
("high-high" state), there are influences through participant.
(c) Balance-cross. transport affects transport on the other side of balance.
(d) Balance-one side. Different transports as input of balance are interrelated between each other.
2. Means-end category. In the means-end dimension, there are relations that are able
to connect between functions and those to connect between functions and objectives.
Note that influence can be only propagated from the lower level functions to the upper
level functions or objectives, not reversely, which is consistent with the MFM syntax
related to means-end connections.
(a) Function-function. In general, states in the lower level functions will give the
same impact to the upper level functions because the use of producer-product or
mediate simply indicates perspective shifts of the modeling object. For instance,
high state of a transport can result in high state of the transport connected by
mediate. However, if cases of opposite impacts are observed in the real system,
this category of rules should be altered [91].
(b) Function-objective. This kind of rules require to prescribe which state of main
function will result in objective being true, and which for false.
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tra

tra

Fig. 4.2 An example of influence propagation in MFM

4.2.3

Influence propagation

By combining different influence propagation rules, a function with a specific state change
can propagate its influence on the other functions along various paths in an MFM model.
Figure 4.2 shows an example of influence propagation in MFM. Assume that there is a high
state occurred in the transport function (in green color) of the lowest level structure. By using
a rule, it can cause a consequence on the neighboring transport within the same structure,
which can in turn become the cause of another rule. Finally, the assumed state propagates its
influence to a function (in orange color) that no consequence can be identified, e.g. a sink
function in the highest level structure.
Besides above consequence reasoning, if necessary, by reversely using the influence
propagation rules, cause reasoning can also be performed for inferring about possible causes
for a known consequence, which could be evidence observed in the system or assumed
condition. As for the planning purpose, if the planning goal is assumed as a specific state
of some function in the model, it is expected to identify an action or a series of actions that
can result in state changes, which can be propagated to affect the goal state. The influence
propagation involved in MFM will be used as the primary method in this study to plan
necessary counter-actions.

4.3

Nature of MFM-based action planning

In NPPs, operating procedures need to be developed to direct operators’ actions necessary
to mitigate the consequences of transients and accidents that may threaten plant’s safety
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LEVEL OF
ANALYSIS

PROCEDURE
ELEMENTS

Plant objective

Safety
Power generation
...

Function
(high level)

Heat removal
Reactivity control
...

MFM MODELING
(INTENTIONAL KNOWLEDGE)

Goal
Causal effect

MFM model

Function structures
(high level)

...

...

...

Means-end
Others

RCIC

Systems

RCIC system
HPCI system
RHR system
...

Function structures
(low level)
Part-whole
Support system

Operator tasks

1. Start RCIC

Action 1.1
Action 1.2
Action 1.3
...

Procedural
steps
Action 1.2.1
Action 1.2.2

c1
Components

c2
c3

c4
c5

Fig. 4.3 A general EOP development process with system’s intentional knowledge
functions, as referred to EOPs. EOPs are suggested to be function-oriented, which means
that they only need to indicate how to verify the adequacy of critical safety functions and
how to restore and maintain these functions when they are degraded [20]. According to the
idea of defense in depth [87], there are three safety functions in high level, i.e. control of
reactivity, removal of heat from the core, and confinement of radioactive materials. Figure
4.3 shows a general EOP development process and how it is related to systems’ intentional
knowledge represented by MFM.
At the first level of analysis, plant objective, i.e. safety is achieved by three fundamental
safety functions in high level. It is this level that defines the desired "function orientation"
of procedures. Then, functions are successively refined, until identifying plant systems
supporting, or action sequences as tasks achieving functions. In MFM, system’s intentional
knowledge, i.e. goals and functions can be subdivided along the means-end dimension from
goal, to function and component. In the function level, functions can also be decomposed
with different abstraction levels. Each individual action as a procedural step will act on a
component to result in state change of the corresponding function of the lower level of the
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MFM model. Tasks may also be decomposed with sub-tasks, whose objects, e.g. support
systems may also be represented by MFM. Note that for each level of analysis there may
multiple elements identified. In BWR, for instance, several systems are designed to achieve
heat removal. Each of these systems may in turn be analyzed at function and task levels to
provide the technical basis for procedural steps. Each level of analysis may branch to many
elements. A single path, for example the one as underlined, can indicate a procedure from the
identification of a plant objective to a specific set of steps [20]. Decomposition of functions
and tasks in the other paths can also be described in MFM.
As shown in Fig. 4.3, an action can propagate its influence on function to the goal
through intentional knowledge of system. In other words, MFM can cover both teleological
and causal aspects of actions. Gofuku el al. [76] firstly applied the influence propagation
rules and qualitative reasoning of MFM as strategies to derive possible counter-actions. An
MFM model can be traced from a goal, which could be an anomalous behavior needed to be
recovered, by requesting state changes of functions that can influence the goal. Operations
that are previously assigned to generate corresponding state changes can then be viewed
as counter-actions. It has been demonstrated that the influence propagation of MFM can
help identify previously unassociated but currently relevant resources, such as functions
and actions for achieving a goal. This is extremely important when designated pieces of
equipment are unavailable and alternative steps or sequences are required. The sequencing
issue is solved by an approach considering identified actions’ preconditions, which can be
set as sub-goals for planning to find the other essential actions [77]. The approach was lately
algorithmized by author of the thesis [78].
In this section, the MFM-based planning approach will be introduced in the framework
of AI planner especially with the concept of operator. The approach will be finally outlined
with an algorithm.

4.3.1

Definition of the action template

In this section, an action template used for MFM-based planning is defined. Effect and
precondition of operator are redefined in terms of MFM. First, assume that the status of a
plant can be expressed as,
Ω = {α, β , γ, . . . , µ},

(4.1)

in which different plant parameters such as α are specified. The initial state and a goal state
can thus be represented as Ω0 = {α0 , β0 , γ0 , . . . , µ0 } and Ωgoal = {αgoal , βgoal , γgoal , . . . , µgoal },
respectively.

4.3 Nature of MFM-based action planning
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Deterministic effects of actions
As introduced in Section 2.3.3, there is a category of AI planners based on the STRIPS
operator [38], which is a description of action template consisting of two parts: effects and
preconditions. Among them, effect refers to a set of deterministic consequences that result
from execution of an action. The term of ’deterministic’ implies that actions can produce
certain changes in the whole plant, which do not vary with situations. Assume that the
deterministic effect of the action ai can be expressed as,
Ωd (ai ) = {αd (ai ), βd (ai ), γd (ai ), . . . , µd (ai )},

(4.2)

In reality, however, execution of actions may produce various effects, which are uncertain
depending on what the current plant situations are in a dynamic environment. Instead of
specifying on the whole plant, therefore, the deterministic effects are defined to be acted
on only parts of a plant, namely functions in terms of MFM. It is reasonable to consider
that an action is expected to produce a certain status change on the corresponding operable
component, which is independent to the plant situations and the planning goal. Accordingly,
a state of object is desired to be reached in the component should be also certain regardless of
what the timing of execution. This desired state should be considered as a direct intention of
the action or acted component. For example, opening a valve is directly intended to result in
flow, which is also the purpose of valve. While producing energy transfer is an indirect effect
caused by the produced flow. If there is a function that is defined according to the direct
intention rather than an abstract one of an operable component , like transport for valve, the
deterministic effect of an action on this component can be defined as a desired qualitative
state change of this function. In turn, those functions whose states can correspond to the
deterministic effect of an action are treated to be active. The rest of functions whose states
can only be influenced by others are called passive functions. Assume that there is an action
ai , the deterministic effect of ai can thus be represented as,
Ωd (ai ) = ( fd (ai ), s( fd (ai ))),

(4.3)

Where fd (ai ) is the function that describes the direct intention of a component acted by the
action ai , and s( fd (ai )) is the function’s state desired to be generated by executing the action
ai .
In the operations of complex process plants, typical actions requesting operators to
manually operate include those on on/off valves, control valves, and pumps. In MFM, both
valve and pump can be represented by a transport function. There are two types of actions
that can indicate two different ways of changing functions’ states: [71]
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On/off type marks a qualitative shift in the function state from "off" to "on", or reversely
from "on" to "off", which may change the configuration and structure of a plant. For
instance, starting a pump.
Adjustment type deals with tuning of a plant by changing the quantitative state. For
example, adjusting the flow rate by turning up a control valve.
Different types of actions would bring about distinct statuses of components and accordingly states of representing functions. The current status of component may also determine
what actions are possible and what effects are desired to be generated. Table 4.3 summarizes
the deterministic effect of on/off valve, control valve, and pump on respective representing
transport function. Since on/off valve has only binary status, i.e. closed and open, it can
only be acted by the on/off type of actions. The action of ’open’ or ’close’ can result in the
representing transport function to be high or low state. While control valve and pump are
equipment with continuous statuses, which correspond to different states of objects being
processed. Take control valve for instance, assume that it is defined with three qualitative
statuses, i.e. closed, non-full-open, and full-open, for which only some of actions may be
available that can result the representing transport function in different states. A closed valve
can only be opened to generate a high state of transport function. For a non-full-open valve,
the flow rate can be adjusted by turning up or down the opening degree of valve, which can
correspond high or low state of transport function, or high-high or low-low depending on the
amount of opening adjustment. It is assumed that closing a non-full-open valve is a relatively
large-scale adjustment in comparison to turning down. In other words, the action of ’close’
is defined to have a deterministic effect of low-low on transport function. Same with control
valve, pump can also be acted by both on/off and adjustment types of actions. If a pump is
currently stopped, it can only by started to generate a high state of transport function. As for
a working pump, similar to a non-full-open control valve, it can be acted by three kinds of
actions.
An action can be assigned to a function whose state is the deterministic effect. Necessity
of an action can be confirmed by searching causal influences for the goal achievement by
using the influence propagation rules, which will be elaborated in the following.
Operational conditions for actions
Some actions may require operational conditions, namely preconditions to be satisfied before
they are available to be executed. Conditions can be commonly prescribed as a required state
of component in the system, which thus can also be represented as a function’s state,
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Table 4.3 Deterministic effects of common actions in the plant operation
Representing
function

Transport

Source

Component

Current
status

Action

Action type

Deterministic
effect

On/off valve

Closed
Open

Open
Close

On/off type
On/off type

High
Low

Closed
Open
On/off type
High
Non-full-open
Close
On/off type
Low low
Non-full-open Turn down Adjustment type Low (or low low)
Control valve
Non-full-open
Turn up
Adjustment type High (or high high)
Full-open
Close
On/off type
Low low
Full-open
Turn down Adjustment type
Low (low low)

Pump

Stopped
Working
Working
Working

Start
On/off type
Stop
On/off type
Turn down Adjustment type
Turn up
Adjustment type

High
Low low
Low (or low low)
High (or high high)

Heater

Stopped
Working
Working
Working

Start
On/off type
Stop
On/off type
Turn down Adjustment type
Turn up
Adjustment type

High
Low low
Low (or low low)
High (or high high)

Ωc (ai ) = ( fc (ai ), s( fc (ai ))),

(4.4)

Where fc (ai ) is the conditional function for executing the action ai , and s( fc (ai )) is the state
that should be satisfied before executing the action ai .
In general, there are two categories of conditions that should be satisfied for executing
actions. First, some conditions are required to ensure basic behavior of component in the
sense of material it processes. Otherwise, execution of an action will not result in the expected
influences on component, i.e. the deterministic effects. It is consistent with the conditions
for function establishment in terms of MFM [56, 72], which are applicable when needed
to specify necessary state changes of functions for those actions attempting to establish a
function. At least, two conditions are required:
Material condition requires materials must be presented in the function, or at least present
in the upstream before executing actions.
Fitness condition ensures the function to be interact with the other functions to serve each
useful behavior when executing actions.
The knowledge pf these two conditions for actions can be directly derived from MFM
concept. The material condition requires to establish an upstream function in the identical
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ai

Ωc(ai)={(fc1(ai), s(fc1(ai))), Ωd(ai)=(fd(ai), s(fd(ai)))
(fc2(ai), s(fc2(ai))),
...}

Fig. 4.4 The action template for MFM-based planning
flow structure to provide materials. While the fitness condition might need one function or
multiple functions in the lower level of flow structures to be established, which can provide
realization means for the function establishment. Take the action of starting a pump for
example, it is represented by transport in an MFM model. The material condition requires
to establish a storage in the upstream. Transmitting from unestablished to established state
implies a relatively high state of this storage. The fitness condition for establishing the
transport as well as the action of starting the pump requires power to be supplied. This will
require to establish the function which can represent the power, e.g. a source. For the same
reason, this conditional function should be also in a relatively high state.
The second category of operational conditions for executing actions include specific
requirements, such as safety constraints, which can be found in the component operation
documents. Although these conditions vary for different equipment and plant situations, they
can be commonly specified and expressed as state change of some represented function.
After defining deterministic effects and operational conditions of actions, a new action
template used for MFM-based planning can be defined. As shown in Fig. 4.4, the template
for action ai has two elements: deterministic effect and operational condition, which are
placed on the left and right side of the stick of a lollipop. Both of two elements can be
expressed as a state of some MFM function. Note that there may be multiple preconditions
for one action.

4.3.2

State transition triggered by influences of actions

The planning goal set for counter-acting an emergent event is not necessarily a final plant
configuration with all plant parameters specified. Rather, it could be the most urgent problem
in the plant that needs to be solved, for instance, an anomalous behavior of system that needs
to be recovered. In the other cases, for the safety of NPPs, it emphasizes to ensure three
fundamental safety functions, each of which may have different priority in various plant
situations. Setting planning goal as a safety function is consistent with the preparation of the
so-called function-oriented EOPs, which need operators to only concern about how to verify
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Deterministic
effect

A

Search actions
from a goal
F

F

A
F
F
F

A

F

F
F

Fig. 4.5 Searching action by searching its deterministic effect that influences the goal
the adequacy of critical safety functions and how to restore and maintain these functions. As
introduced in Section 1.2.1, during the previous cognitive activities of planning, i.e. interpret
current state or determine implications, the goal can be determined by diagnosing root causes
of faults or establishing the goal hierarchy. Assume that there is only one plant problem
expected to be solved in one scenario, the planning goal can be generally expressed as a
desired state change in the plant. Consequently, the goal can be represented as a state of
some function in a specific MFM model,
Ωgoal = {α, β , γ, . . . , µ} = ( fgoal , s( fgoal )),

(4.5)

in which the former represents the goal considered from the perspective of planners, while
the latter concerns the real-world problem.
The influence propagation of MFM can provide a basic strategy for searching causal
influences for the goal achievement. As shown in Fig. 4.5, circles represent functional
primitives in an MFM model. Nevertheless, not all functions can be directly acted by actions
to produce a state change of function. It has been emphasized the distinct between active and
passive functions. An action can be identified as a contributor for the goal achievement if its
deterministic effect specified on a function can propagate influences to the goal, which is
also specified on some function. In this sense, an action is searched. The searching process
can be completed by reversely using the influence propagation rules of MFM.
Since the operational condition for action can also be expressed as a state of some
function, this state can be viewed as the sub-goal for planning. Influence propagation rules
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A

A

F
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F

F

Precondition

Search actions
from subgoal

F
A

F

F
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F

F

Fig. 4.6 Searching influences on the condition for an identified action
can again be used for searching causal influences and essential action that can result in the
achievement of sub-goal, as shown in Fig. 4.6.
Therefore, the transition of plant state can be re-described with the process shown in Fig.
4.7, which is adapted from the operator-based planning approach shown in Fig. 2.4. The
initial and goal plant states are represented in the format of action template. The initial state
has only effect Ω0 , and the goal state has only precondition Ωgoal . The deterministic effect
of action an is Ωd (an ), which can propagate its causal influence to Ωgoal . Action an has a
precondition Ωc (an ), which can be realized by influences from the deterministic effect of the
other action. Multiple actions can be identified by repeatedly searching causal influences of
sub-goal, i.e. precondition of one action, until there is no condition needed for execution of
the action, that is,
Ωc (a1 ) = ∅,

(4.6)

Which means that execution of the action a1 can result in its prescribed deterministic effect
without any condition. If only the goal state is concerned, up to now, all actions necessary for
achieving a specific goal are identified. By sequentially executing from the action a1 to an ,
the goal can be achieved. Thus, it can be deemed that an operating procedure P as following
is synthesized,
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a1

a2

an

...
Initial state

Ωc(a1)=Ø

Ωd(a1) Ωc(a2) Ωd(a2)

Ωc(an) Ωd(an)

...

Goal state

Influence propagation

State transition

Ω0

Ωgoal=(fgoal, s(fgoal))

Fig. 4.7 State transition from initial to goal state

P = {a1 , a2 , . . . , an },

4.3.3

(4.7)

The action planning algorithm

The state transition discussed above implies a basic algorithm for planning actions with
MFM, as shown in Fig. 4.8.
The planning algorithm consists of following steps (which may be iterated):
Step 1. Set a planning goal for countering the current situation.
Step 2. Re-describe the goal as a state change of some function, ( fgoal , s( fgoal ).
Step 3. Find a function’s state that can result in the goal achievement by using the influence
propagation rules of MFM.
Step 4. Find an action that has a deterministic effect exactly same as the state found in Step 3.
And, put the found action into the action list.
Step 5. Check if there is operational condition for the found action. If yes, set the condition as
the current planning goal, and go to Step 2. If no, go to Step 6.
Step 6. Show all the found actions as the format of operating procedure.
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Fig. 4.8 MFM-based action planning algorithm

Chapter 5
Development of a planning support
system
In the aforementioned MFM-based counteraction planning approach, there are three deriving
processes that need to be iteratively used for generating essential contents for planning:
(P1) Derive state change of a function neighbored the goal-function that result in the goal
achievement (a desired state of the goal-function) by propagating its influence, the
derived state is the new planning goal.
(P2) Derive a control action on some component that can realize the desired state of the
goal-function.
(P3) confirm identified action’s precondition, which is a desired state of a function and thus
can be set as the goal.
It is found that each of above processes can be performed in accordance with different
categories of general principles, which can usually be expressed as an IF-THEN rule:
IF <Conditions>,
THEN <Conclusions>.
If an existing fact matches the "IF" statement, or the left-hand side (LHS) in the context of
rule-based system, the rule is satisfied and performs the action, i.e. generating the "THEN"
statement, or the right-hand side (RHS). Rules are independent to a specific application object
[92]. Apart from the influence propagation rules of MFM, which can be applied as rules for
reasoning about causes of planning goals, i.e. the process (P1), rules exist and should be
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defined to make it possible to reason about actions and their preconditions (processes P2
and P3). Therefore, the planning method introduced in Chapter 4 is essentially a problem of
logical inference through sets of rules [14]. Current MFM includes functional entities with
respective variables, i.e. states. However, there is no entity carrying on action knowledge. In
order to realize a consistent rule-based reasoning process on the basis of MFM, a new entity
is proposed and rule bases for deriving acting information, such as actions and preconditions
will be developed with the modeling pattern including the new entity. A rule inference system
will be developed. Rules exist and should also be defined to interpret the inference results
into valid operating procedures. The works presented in this chapter will contribute to a
sophisticated counteraction planning support system.

5.1
5.1.1

Representing action template by MFM
The concept of MFM role

Although representing plant structures, the original MFM does not explicitly describe relations between functions and structural information, such as physical objects and components.
Lind [93] has included the concept of role into MFM to describe how functions are related
to the physical structures. First of all, flow functions defined in MFM has similarity with
actions, for instance, the "storage" function is defined by the verb "store", which can be
viewed as an action of flows. Note that actions here are different from human operations,
which are external influences on actions implied by flow functions and will be defined with
a role later. MFM only represents what is done to flows rather than the flows themselves.
In other words, flow structures are interconnections of actions with a common flow-object.
Thus, object is one of roles representing relationships between physical world with MFM.
There could be several roles describing the other structure-function (action) relations. Figure
5.1 describes different roles as participants of an action. The number of roles can vary
depending on abstraction levels how the action is specified and context. The role concept can
be used to enable extensions of MFM to other domains of representations, such as control
actions. [94, 95]
As shown in Fig. 5.1, there is an actuator role that performs the commands received from
a control agent, which could be automatic systems or human like operators. The actuator is
essentially an external-agent role, which implies the controllability of function that function’s
states can be controlled by external actions [95]. Although actuator role usually indicates the
modeling of control function [96, 97], which involves a disturbance encapsulation including
controlling goal, observable fact, and execution object, for the planning purpose in current
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e.g. equipment,
instrument...

e.g. automatic actions,
human operations...
actuator-role

agent-role

Action

influencerrole
?

participant- (transport, store,...)
role
object-role
flow-object: e.g. water,
heat energy...

Fig. 5.1 Roles of an action implied by an MFM flow function
study, it will be used as a representing entity to indicate possible human actions that can be
acted on the function.

5.1.2

Modeling pattern with the actuator role

Actuator roles can be attached to these flow-functions, whose state-variables can be influenced
by the external agent. Whether a function can have attachment of an actuator role is
determined by whether this function represents an operable component. Typical operable
equipment in NPPs include pumps, valves, and heaters, which can be represented by transport
or source. The other flow-functions such as storage do not accept an external role. In this
section, actuator role is used to re-describe the action template described in Fig. 4.4. Figure
5.2 shows the modeling approach for integrating the role into MFM.

fc1(αi)
actuator role αi
αi
condition-for
act-on

ai

Ωc(ai)={(fc1(ai), s(fc1(ai))), Ωd(ai)=(fd(ai), s(fd(ai)))
(fc2(ai), s(fc2(ai))),
...}

fd(αi)
condition-for
fc2(αi)

Fig. 5.2 Representing action template by MFM with the actuator role
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An actuator αi is represented as an entity (a circle with αi in the middle) in MFM model.
Different from the previous action template that specifies on a single action, αi implies a
set of possible actions that is acted on the component represented by the function fd (α).
Similar with functions having various state-variables, the actuator is defined with different
action-variables, namely possible actions. The relation act-on (aco), an arrow with a triangle
in the end, is used to connect between αi and fd (αi ). Note that αi can only connect with
the function whose state changes are the primary intentions of the action implied by αi . For
example, a valve can be represented by two transport functions tra1 and tra2 to describe
mass and energy transformation, respectively. The main purpose of the action "open" or
"close" is to affect mass flow (tra1). Energy flow (tra2) is simply side effect caused by the
actions. Thus, the actuator should connect with tra1. The precondition(s) for actions implied
by αi is defined as well. The relation of condition-for (cof ), an arrow with a circle and a line
in the end, can connect αi with functions fc1 (αi ), fc2 (αi ), . . . that are indicated by different
preconditions in the action template of ai .

5.2
5.2.1

Development of reasoning rule bases
Rules for searching influences of goal achievement

The influence propagation rules shown in Table 4.2 can be adapted into inference rules in
terms of IF-THEN statement, for reasoning about what state of which function can causally
influences the achievement of a prescribed planning goal. The conditions for each rule
comprise two parts: one is MFM pattern that describes how functions are connected with
relations, another is a hypothesis on one of functions in the pattern, i.e. the planning goal.
Table 5.1 shows a set of rules for the storage-transport pattern. When both of two conditions
are satisfied, conclusion on the other function of the pattern, i.e. an influencing state that
can result in the hypothesis can be drawn. The conclusion will be used as a new planning
goal, which may satisfy the other rules. Note that the same set of rules has been widely used
for fault diagnosis, in which root causes of an observed abnormal state can be identified
by iteratively using rules [67, 98, 99]. The same strategy can also be applied for analyzing
relationships between occurred alarms and filtering unnecessary ones in the same causal path
[68, 100, 69]. Therefore, searching influences for goal achievement is consistent with the
process of identifying possible causes for fault occurring and the same set of rules can be
used.
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Table 5.1 An example of rules for searching influences of goal achievement
Conditions

Rule

MFM pattern
1
sto
2
3
sou 4 tra sto
5
sou 6 tra sto
7
8

tra
tra
tra

Conclusion
Planning goal (influence)
sto high
sto low
tra high
tra low
sto high
sto low
tra high
tra low

tra low
tra high
sto high
sto low
tra low
tra high
n/a
n/a

Table 5.2 Possible action-variables of different actuator roles
Actuator role
vaoI
vaoII
puo
heo

5.2.2

Action-variables
Open, close
Open, close, turn up, turn down
Start, stop, turn up, turn down
Start, stop, turn up, turn down

Action identifying rules

The action identifying rules can be developed on the basis of the modeling pattern shown
in Fig. 5.2. First, actuator roles are defined in accordance with the type of component.
For instance, an actuator named vaoI is defined, which implies operations of on/off valves.
The Greek numeral "I" means that the valve type is on/off. In other words, the possible
action-variables of vaoI are only "open" and "close". As the similar definition method, vaoII
is used to indicate operations of control valves. In addition, puo and heo indicate operations
of pumps and heaters respectively. It should be noted that control valve, pump, and heater
can be acted by both two on/off and adjustment types of actions, which means that there are
four action-variables of vaoII, puo and heo, i.e. "open" and "close", or "start" and "stop",
and two qualitative actions, i.e. "turn up" and "turn down". Possible action-variables of each
defined actuator roles are summarized in Table 5.2.
During domain knowledge modeling for planning, the above defined actuators can be
connected with respective appropriate functions by the relation aco to compose different
modeling patterns. By referring the deterministic effects of operations on different components as shown in Table 4.3, action identifying rules for confirming what human operation
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Table 5.3 Examples of action identifying rules
Conditions

Rule
MFM pattern
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

α vaoI
tra

α vaoII
tra

α puo
tra

α

heo
sou

Planning goal

Component status

Conclusion
(action)

tra high
tra low

Closed
Open

vaoI open
vaoI close

tra high high
tra high
tra low
tra low low

Open
Closed
Open
Open

vaoII turn up
vaoII open
vaoII turn down
vaoII close

tra high high
tra high
tra low
tra low low

Working
Stopped
Working
Working

puo turn up
puo start
puo turn down
puo stop

sou high high
sou high
sou low
sou low low

Working
Stopped
Working
Working

heo turn up
heo start
heo turn down
heo stop

should be executed to produce function’s desired state can be developed. Table 5.3 shows
examples of action identifying rules.
There are three elements in conditions of each rule. Two parts are the same as the previously defined influence propagation rules, i.e. MFM pattern and an assumption hypothesized
on one of entity in the pattern, which here is the planning goal specified on the function.
Which action-variable of actuator should be derived, namely, what action is necessary for
realizing the expected state of function is also determined by what current component status
is. Not all possible action-variables shown in Table 5.2 may be available when component
stays in some status. Take control valve for instance, only the action of "open" when the
valve is closed. Regarding the rule, only when requiring the representing transport function
in high state, the action-variable "open" can be derived. In other words, there will be no
action can be concluded when expecting the function in other states. While when the control
valve is currently open, different actions may be derived depending on what extent the state
of function is expected to change. Rules for deriving operations on pump and heater are
similar to those for control valve.

5.2 Development of reasoning rule bases

5.2.3
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Precondition identifying rules

As introduced in Section 4.3.1, there are two categories of operational conditions, i.e. preconditions for execution of action to ensure basic behavior and satisfy specific requirements,
respectively. The first category of preconditions are consistent with the conditions for function establishment [71], i.e. the material and fitness conditions. Hence, they are applicable to
the on/off type of actions, to be more precise, the "on" action, whose purpose is to establish
a function. In the context of MFM, the material condition generally requires an upstream
function in the same structure to be established to provide essential materials. While the
fitness condition might need one function or multiple functions in the lower-levels structures
to be established to provide realization means for function establishment. Transition from
unestablished state to established one generally implies a relatively state increasing (high
state) of the function. After confirming need-established functions as conditions for action
execution, the actuator role that implies "on" action can be connected with the conditional
functions by the relation cof in the modeling. Precondition identifying rules can then be
developed on the basis of new modeling patterns. The purpose of developing precondition
identifying rules in terms of a rule-based inference system is to deliver from the identified
action to the sub-goal for planning to search the other necessary actions.
Table 5.4 provides some examples of rules for identifying various categories of preconditions for opening an on/off valve. An actuator role vaoI is used to imply possible actions
on the valve. In the conditions of each rule, besides MFM pattern and planning goal, the
precondition category should also be satisfied. Because an actuator can connect with a same
type of function more than one time, the precondition category will determine what state
expects to be realized to satisfy the precondition. In this category of reasoning rules, the
planning goal is specified as an action-variable of the actuator role.
The second category of preconditions for actions are specific requirements for action
execution. They can vary for different equipment and plant situations. Therefore, precondition identifying rules are difficult to be defined rigorously at the moment. However, what
provided here is a paradigm for defining such kind of rules. Table 5.4 only shows an example
(rule no.7). For some cases in the operation of NPP, water may not be injected into the reactor
vessel when it is in high pressure. This fact can be used for developing corresponding rule.
The actuator role that indicates actions on some valve of the injection pipeline can connect
with the storage function, which describe the vessel. As for the inference rule, opening
valve thus requires the connected storage in a low state (depressurization). More rules can
be defined as soon as relevant information can be confirmed in the component operation
documents and plant situations.
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Table 5.4 Examples of rules for identifying various categories of preconditions for opening
an on/off valve
Conditions

Rule
MFM pattern
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

5.3

tra

vaoI
α
sou
vaoI
cof-m
α
sto
vaoI
cof-m
α
tra

tra high

cof-m

vaoI
α
sou
vaoI
cof-f
α
sto
vaoI
cof-f
α
sto

Precondition category

Conclusion
(precondition)
Planning goal

Material

vaoI open

sto high
tra high

cof-f

cof-s

vaoI
α

sou high

Fitness

vaoI open

sou high
sto high

Specific
(depressurization)

vaoI open

sto low

A rule-based inference system

After developing necessary inference rules, the MFM-based action planning algorithm in
Fig. 4.8 can be adapted with a rule-based inference process, as shown in Fig. 5.3. It starts
from setting a planning goal as a desired state of appropriate function in the prescribed MFM
model. The action identifying rules will be first used to check if there is an actuator, whose
action-variable, i.e. an action can directly achieve the goal. If so, generating this action and
checking its preconditions, which are confirmed by applying the precondition identifying
rules. The condition as a state can update the goal to trigger the process for searching
about the other essential actions. Otherwise, the influence propagation rules will be used for
deriving one or multiple function states that can causally influences for goal achievement.
The identified influencing states can also update the planning goal. The algorithm will stop
in two cases: (1) when neither action nor influence can be identified for a goal regardless of
whether it is the initial one or the updated sub-goals; or (2) when no precondition is required
for identified actions. The former case may imply that no action sequence can be identified
for achieving the goal, while the latter indicates that identified actions can succeed.
The influence propagation rules of MFM have been implemented by the business rule
engine D ROOLS [101, 102] for both prognostic and diagnostic reasoning [68]. On the
basis of previous experience on programming implementation, the rules for reasoning about
action-related information, i.e. action and precondition identifying rules are integrated into a
rule-based inference system for planning action sequences.
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Fig. 5.3 Rule-based algorithm for reasoning about essential resources for planning

5.3.1

Mechanism of the rule engine

The core of D ROOLS is a rule inference engine, which implements an enhanced Rete
Algorithm called ReteOO. Figure 5.4 shows a high-level view of the mechanism of rule
inference engine. There are two memories used by the engine. One is the production memory,
which stores the production rules intended for the specific inference. Another is the working
memory, which keeps the facts. Pattern matcher is able to match the working memory against
the production memory to infer conclusions when some facts can satisfy conditions of a
specific rule. The agenda can manage the conflicting rules with a conflict resolution strategy.
Generated conclusions will update the working memory with new facts, which might result
in the other rules being matched.
In the current application, as shown in Fig. 5.5, rules include all previously developed
rules for MFM-based action planning. Appendix B lists pseudo codes for the developed
D ROOLS rules. While the fact bases are divided into static and dynamic facts. The static
fact bases are different modeling patterns in the MFM model, which can be inputted from
the model file exported from the modeling tool such as MFM suite® [104] and will not
be changed during the inference process. The dynamic fact bases store all hypotheses
about variables of modeling entities including state-variables and action-variables. Besides
generating hypotheses, the rule engine can be used for validating generated hypotheses
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Inference Engine
(ReteOO)
Production
Memory
(rules)

Pattern
Matcher

Working
Memory
(facts)

update

Agenda

Fig. 5.4 The mechanism of the inference engine [103]
[81]. The reasoning method in fact is a forward chaining, which reasons from facts to the
conclusions. The initial dynamic fact is a planning goal set outside the inference system and
can be changed for the other planning scenarios. When the fact satisfy a rule regardless of
categories, after being suggested and validated, the generated hypothesis will be stored in the
dynamic fact bases, which is then updated. New valid hypotheses may satisfy the other rules
and will thus be iteratively used for updating the dynamic fact bases until no rules can be
satisfied. All generated state- and action-variables are arranged as a tree structure rooting
from the planning goal to several branches according to the chronological order of hypothesis
generation.

5.3.2

Interpretation of inference results

The rule-based inference system does not intend to directly generate operating procedures.
Rather, action sequences should be identified from paths of the tree structure of inference
results. Although it seems that each path sequencing from leaves to the initial planning goal
may potentially lead plant to the goal achievement, not all variables and accordingly path
including them can contribute to a valid procedure. Therefore, the tree should be interpreted
for generating procedures. A dummy case of inference result shown in Fig. 5.6 is used to
illustrate how a tree can be interpreted with some general interpretation rules. There are four
paths can be identified, each of which includes both state- and action-variables.
Interpretation rule 1 A function state cannot be realized by itself unless an action can
affect it, or the other functions can propagate their influences on it.
In Path-2, a2 has a precondition s6 , which however cannot be satisfied by further actions.
Thus, execution of the action a2 is not able to achieve the goal.
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Fig. 5.5 Action planning process with rule inference engine
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a3

s6
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Path-3

Path-1

a5
Path-4

Fig. 5.6 A dummy case of inference result (s: state-variable; a: action-variable)
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AND

AND
s1

s2
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Fig. 5.7 The "AND" and "OR" nodes in the tree of an inference result
Interpretation rule 2 A state cannot propagate its influences on a goal state if there is
an action to be one of preconditions. In other words, actions have higher priority than
influencing states to be preconditions for the achievement of a goal state.
From s4 , both state s5 and action a3 can be inferred because one influence propagation
rule and one action identifying rule are simultaneously satisfied. According to the rule,
however, s5 cannot result in s4 if a3 , as a precondition of s4 has not been executed.
In summary, only two paths can contributes to the goal achievement and hence two
operating procedures can be identified: (1) a1 (Path-1); and (2) a5 → a3 (Path-4).
Action may have more than one precondition required before execution. Each of preconditions sometimes needs to be satisfied at the same time, while in the other cases only
either of them is necessary at a time. From an hypothesis of action, in the true structure of
an inference result, there are multiple hypotheses of states as preconditions for the action
generated on the leaves. The relationship between each of them should be specified.
Interpretation rule 3 It should be distinguished between "AND" and "OR" nodes when
multiple preconditions can be inferred from an action. "OR" nodes imply that there are alternative options to satisfy the precondition of action. Accordingly, multiple action sequences
may be generated. "AND" nodes indicate that all of inferred preconditions should be satisfied
at the same time, which thus may require parallel actions to be executed. As shown in Fig.
5.7, the state s1 and s3 have "AND" relation. While s2 and s1 (or s3 ) have the "OR" relation.

5.3.3

A simple inference case

The RCIC system in BWR is selected as a case to illustrate how the developed inference
system can be used for synthesizing operating procedures. The MFM model of RCIC can be
viewed as a part of the whole model of BWR as shown in Fig. 3.7. The modeling boundary
is set between RCIC and other parts of plant. The model also elaborates the modeling of
operable components in the system.
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Fig. 5.8 The schematic of RCIC system and its MFM model
Modeling of the RCIC
Figure 5.8 shows the schematic of RCIC system and how it is modeled by symbols of MFM.
The purpose of RCIC system is to provide make-up cooling water to RPV when it is isolated
from the steam line and the feed water line, but the reactor core still heats water to steam.
There are two separate pipelines in RCIC system. One is the pipework that extracts steam
from the main steam line to drive RCIC turbine-pump. Another is the water injection line,
which has two possible sources, S/P and CST.
Which part of RCIC system is represented by which flow structure is indicated. It is also
distinguished between energy and mass flows by red and blue boxes enclosing corresponding
parts of system. The top is an energy flow structure (efs1) describing the heat transfer from the
reactor core to outside in a high-level view. Water cycle in RPV and water injection by RCIC
system are described by a mass flow structure (mfs1). efs2 represents the energy transfer
of the RCIC pump, which can result in the injection flow. The RCIC pump is driven by
steam, which comes from the main steam lines of the reactor. An energy flow structure (mfs2)
is used to describe the steam transfer. Each of flow structures is interrelated by providing
means and ends between each other. Four producer-product relations are used to connect
between structures: (1) tra8 (mfs1)-tra3 (efs1) describes how water transfer contributes to
heat removal from the core; (2) tra13 (efs2)-tra7 (mfs1) indicates that the kinetic energy of
the pump provides a means of water transfer; (3) tra19 (mfs2)-sou4 (efs2) describes that
steam provides the power source of the pump; (4) sin3 (mfs1)-sou5 (mfs2) implies the steam
resource for the pump.
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Fig. 5.9 The MFM model of the RCIC system with actuator roles
Representation of actuator roles
The proposed modeling pattern with actuator role is applied to carry the action-related information for the action-panning purpose. Figure 5.9 shows the MFM model with definitions of
actuator roles, each of which corresponds to an operable equipment in the system. There are
eight vaoI to indicate actions on eight different binary-state valves, and one puo for actions on
the RCIC pump. Relations between actuator roles and functions are also described. Note that
puo-RCIC pump is connected to two functions, tra9 and sou4 that indicate two preconditions,
i.e. the material and fitness condition for possible actions on the RCIC pump. Hence, two
preconditions have the "AND" relation.
Inference result
As shown in Fig. 5.9, a planning goal [tra1, high] can be set, which means that the heat
transfer from the nuclear core should increase. Figure 5.10 shows the user interface of the
inference system. The MFM model file RCIC system.txt including descriptions of all
patterns in the MFM model can be input to build the static fact base. The planning goal
can be set by specifying an MFM function and its desired state. The inference results can
be displayed on the right side. The tree structure including all inferred hypotheses can be
download, which is shown in Fig. 5.11

5.3 A rule-based inference system

Fig. 5.10 The user interface of the rule-based inference system

Fig. 5.11 The inference result in the format of tree structure
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Table 5.5 Synthesized operating procedures in the case of RCIC system
Procedure-1

Procedure-2

Step Primary action sequence Step Parallel action sequence

Step

Primary action sequence

Step

Parallel action sequence

1

1

open CST isolation valve
[vaoI-CSTvalve, open]

1.1

open CIV1
[vaoI-ISOvalve1, open]
open CIV2
[vaoI-ISOvalve2, open]
open steam inlet valve
[vaoI-INvalve, open]
open steam trip valve
[vaoI-TRIPvalve, open]
open governor
[vaoI-Governor, open]

open S/P isolation valve
[vaoI-SPvalve, open]

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

2
3

open CIV1
[vaoI-ISOvalve1, open]
open CIV2
[vaoI-ISOvalve2, open]
open steam inlet valve
[vaoI-INvalve, open]
open steam trip valve
[vaoI-TRIPvalve, open]
open governor
[vaoI-Governor, open]

start RCIC pump
[puoRCIC start]
open injection valve
[vaoI-INJvalve, open]

1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
2
3

start RCIC pump
[puoRCIC, start]
open injection valve
[vaoI-INJvalve, open]

Synthesis of operating procedures
The generated tree structure can be interpreted into valid operating procedures according
to the proposed interpretation principles, as shown in Table 5.5. There are two procedures
identified to achieve the initial goal. Due to the existence of "AND" nodes, there are parallel
actions should be executed at the same time of executing the main action sequence of each
procedure.

5.4
5.4.1

Towards a sophisticated planning support system
Assessment of function status

In real-time plant scenarios, in fact, not all equipment in identified operating procedures are
ready to be operated. The other resources like power and materials may also not be available.
It should inevitably assess the current function statuses before using functional models for the
action planning. As introduced previously, any MFM function can have a series of qualitative
states defined previously, such as high or low of a transport function, which if we reanalyses
here are only one of possible statuses. Note that all functions in MFM are defined in terms
of verb, i.e. action. In the following, functions and actions are used interchangeably. The
statuses of function can thus be classified with the theory of action phases. Petersen [105]
argued that an action can experience several phases before it can finally achieve the goal
depending on what conditions have been satisfied.
Figure 5.12 shows four action phases, from which different function statuses can be
defined. An action "transporting" can imply an MFM function "transport". Assume that the
agent and object of the function are pump and water, respectively. Before being actualized,
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Possibility

Performing

Terminating

Disengaging

Agent does A and
object undergoes A

Goal is achieved

Agent and object are
disengaged

Triggering

Completion

A is triggered

Execution

Reachability

Opportunity

Agent can reach
object

Potentiality

Capability

ACTION PHASE
action transporting

Agent and object are
enabled

Achieved

Liability

Established

Object has liability
to undergo A

Enable

Power

Available

Agent has power to
do A

function transport
FUNCTION STATUS

Actualization

Fig. 5.12 Defining function statuses according to action phases
a function must be possible. The possibility depends on potentiality and opportunity. The
former requires that pump has power to do "transporting" and water has liability to undergo
being "transported", while the latter means that the pump should "reach" water spatially. A
triggering condition can let the function be established. Adjustment may need to change the
state of function to achieve a desired behavior. Parts of conditions may be self-evident for
some functions, but all should be possessed.
From the perspective of aforementioned MFM-based action planning approach, before a
function being able to reach the desired state, it must at least possess both potentiality and
opportunity. When there are failures in a component, it may imply that the agent provided
by this component loses power to perform actions. In other words, the corresponding
function becomes unavailable. For an available function, a human operation may let object
be reached by component and thus transform function status from disabled to enabled. An
established function is always ready to change its state regardless of being interacted by the
other functions or affected by operations. Zhang [81] has proposed a detailed procedure of
functional assessment, which is although not focused in this work. For the purpose of action
planning, it is only concerned with whether functions have potentiality to be resources for
accident mitigation. In the rule-based inference system for synthesizing operating procedures,
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therefore, unavailable functions should not be further used for reasoning about actions and
causal influences.

5.4.2

A framework of planning support system

After all aspects of MFM-based counteraction planning being considered, a computerized
support system for supporting operators’ real-time planning activity can be developed. Figure
5.13 shows the framework of an expected planning support system. In the off-line, MFM
models can be built with a modeling tool. Plant operational information can be used for
verifying and updating the domain knowledge modeling for planning. The output is a model
file, which can be inputted into the rule-based inference system. Another trigger for reasoning
is the planning goals set by the on-line operators. As mentioned above, although the MFM
influence propagation rules for deriving causal influences for goal achievement have been
well established, the action and precondition identifying rules should be updated when
relevant information can be confirmed from component operation documents. The rule-based
inference can be triggered as soon as operators set planning goals. The preliminary inference
result is a tree structure including all derived variables on function entities, i.e. states and
those on actuator roles, i.e. control actions. The result interpretation rules as well as function
status data should be used for interpreting paths of tree into valid operating procedures.
Function status assessment can be done by operators assessing plant situations, or directly
inputted from current plant process data. The generated procedures will be finally fed back
to operators as recommendations of accident mitigation strategies.
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Fig. 5.13 The framework of real-time planning support system

Chapter 6
Planning mitigation strategies for station
blackout in BWR
In this chapter, the developed inference system used for synthesizing countering operating
procedures will be applied to plan mitigation strategies for station blackout, which is exactly
what occurred in the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Accident. Although this study does not
ambitiously intend to solve specific problems exposed in the accident, it is expected to give
insights how they should be solved. Since the station blackout has high possibility to cause
fuel damage, it is generally considered from the perspective of severe accident management
(SAM). Different from regular operating procedures, which can provide detailed guidance
for operations, SAM should focus on taking advantages of existing plant equipment, and
creative ways of using them to achieve fundamental safety functions. The application results
of the developed inference system will be compared with existing candidate SAM strategies,
which will later show that MFM and the developed technique have potentials not only to
provide operators real-time planning support but also to supplement SAM documents. After
comparisons, the limitations of MFM for planning will be also discussed.

6.1

Description of accident progression

According to the risk analysis of BWR [106], station blackout (SBO) has been recognized
as the most potential contribution to core damage. As seen from what happened in the
Fukushima accident [84], SBO can result in multiple failures of designated systems, which
reduce the capability of plant to mitigate safety threats.
In general, SBO refers to an accident sequence initiated by loss of off-site electricity
power, i.e. alternating current (AC) power, and associated reactor scram, combined with
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failure of on-site station diesels, which are used for power generation (AC power) during
emergency [107]. It implies that among the three fundamental safety functions, control of
reactivity has been achieved at the starting of the accident. While removal of heat from
the core may be threaten because essential systems are out-of-service due to power loss.
The failure of heat removal will subsequently threat confinement of radioactive materials
maintained by fuel, vessel, and containment, which may be also difficult to be achieved for
the same reason.
In BWR, there are systems that can be functioned by steam turbine-driven pumps rather
than either off-site or on-site power, such as RCIC or HPCI. These systems can remain
working to keep the core covered as long as batteries, i.e. direct current (DC) power for
control remains available. The situation of loss of water makeup following exhaustion of
batteries for steam-driven systems is considered as the long-term station blackout. In contrast,
the short-term station blackout refers to immediate total loss power for supplementing
water including steam-driven systems, which may be caused by independent failures of
steam-driven systems or common-mode failure of batteries.
Figure 6.1 shows the progression of the long-term station blackout. After an initial event,
the BWR will be scrammed due to loss of off-site AC power, and on-site AC power will
also fail. Note that during the station blackout of Fukushima accident, reactor scram was
triggered by earthquake, while total loss of AC power was caused by tsunami. When heat
capability temperature limit exceeds, operators should manually depressurize the reactor
vessel by operations of SRVs. DC power will be unavailable after the battery been exhausted,
subsequently water injection capability of the steam turbine-driven systems as well as SRV
operation will be lost. The SRVs will be closed until automatic actuation. Since no water can
be injected into the vessel, the reactor core expects to be heated by decay heat continuously,
until the fuels melt, fall into vessel bottom head, and penetrate the bottom head. Now that
the vessel fails to barrier the radioactive materials. The out-vessel progression will not be
elaborated here.
For simplification, in this chapter, it will only consider an initial accident phase of the
long-term of station blackout, i.e. a scenario initiated by loss of both off-site and on-site
AC power, but before DC power is exhausted, which can hence be viewed as an incomplete
station blackout. In other words, steam-driven systems will be available. Mitigation strategies
for the short-term of station blackout will not be further considered in this study. It is also
assumed that the DC power for issuing commends on valve operations and other executions
from the control room is available. In the following, two mitigation objectives during the
accident will be analyzed.

Initial event

Loss of off-site AC
power-initiated
reactor scram from
100% power,
failure of on-site
AC power.

Stage 1

Loss of DC power due
to battery failure,
failure of steam
turbine-driven
systems, i.e. RCIC,
loss of SRV operation.

Stage 3

Stage 4

Reactor vessel at
pressure,
automatic SRV
actuation begins.

Remainder of invessel progression

Out-vessel
progression

Water level falls below top of core,
core plate dry-out,
collapse of fuel in core,
vessel bottom head dry-out,
core falls into vessel bottom head,
failure bottom head penetrations.

Fig. 6.1 Progression of long-term station blackout in BWR [107]

Stage 2

Heat capability temperature
limit exceeded,
operators depressurize the
reactor vessel by means of
operation of SRVs.

INITIAL PHASE

6.1 Description of accident progression
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Modeling of accident scenario and component’s operational information

In this section, the action scenario of the initial phase of the long-term station blackout is
specified within the domain knowledge modeling based on MFM, by which what functions
are available for accident mitigation are indicated. In addition, component’s operational
information is also specified in the BWR’s MFM model, which is mainly about defining
actuator roles that can be used for the action planning.

6.2.1

Defining statuses of functions

Figure 6.2 shows the BWR plant status for the initial phase of the long-term station blackout.
The main power circulation including main steam and feedwater lines are isolated from RPV
after the reactor scram. Station blackout implies that normal, i.e. off-site AC power necessary
for main power circulation and safety injection systems is lost, meanwhile emergency, i.e. onsite AC power necessary for safety injection systems is also lost. It is assumed that power for
MUWC and FP can be partially maintained. DC power for control and actuation is assumed
to be available. Water resource is treated as an important necessity, whose availability is also
indicated.
According to plant status and system failures during the accident, statuses of functions
in the BWR’s MFM model shown in Fig. 3.7 are specified. As mentioned in Section 5.4.1,
unavailable functions will not be used as essential resources for achieving goals and hence
should not be further considered for reasoning about actions and causal influences. Table 6.1
lists main functions that become unavailable right after the accident. Note that as for failures
of power systems, only the source functions that represent the power sources are indicated,
unavailability of the other functions caused by unavailable source function are not shown.
Table 6.1 Functions that become unavailable after station blackout
Function
tra21
tra22
sou20
tra58
sou6
sou19
sou17
sou23

Structure

Cause of unavailability

efs_main
Isolation of power circulation
efs_main
Turbine shutdown
efs_main
Loss of normal AC power
mfs_main
Turbine isolation valve closed
efs_CSpump Loss of emergency AC power
efs_SLCpump Loss of emergency AC power
efs_RHRpump Loss of emergency AC power
efs_CRDpump Loss of emergency AC power

Fig. 6.2 BWR plant status for the initial phase of the long-term station blackout

6.2 Modeling of accident scenario and component’s operational information
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6.2.2

Specifying actuator roles

Actuator roles can be modeled by using the modeling pattern proposed as shown in Fig.
5.2. Table 6.2 lists all actuator roles indicating possible actions on operable components
in BWR. According to the previous definition, each actuator has two elements, the acted
function fd (αi ) and the conditional function fc (αi ). Since there can be different categories
of preconditions for actions, there may be multiple conditional functions connected with the
corresponding actuator role. As for actuator roles in the current case, there are no more than
two preconditions considered, i.e. material and fitness. Colors in the table indicate whether
the source function as one of preconditions are available or not.
Table 6.2 Actuator roles in BWR’s MFM model
Actuator role αi

fc (αi )

fd (αi )
fc1 (αi )

vaoI_RCICIsoValve
tra_RCICIsoValve
vaoI_HPCIIsoValve
tra_HPCIIsoValve
vaoI_VentingValve
tra_VentingValve
vaoI_SRV
tra_SRV
sou_S/P*
Material
puo_CSpump
tra35
puo_SLCpump
tra60
sou_SLST
Material
vaoI_LPInjValve
tra_LPInjValve
tra84
Material
vaoI_PCVnjValve
tra_PCVInjValve
tra84
Material
sou_S/P
Material
puo_RHRpump
tra_RHRpump
vaoI_FPIsoValve
tra_FPIsoValve
tra_FPpump
Material
puo_FPpump
tra_FPpump
sou_FWT
Material
vaoI_MUWCsoValve tra_MUWCIsoValve tra_MUWCpump Material
sou_CST
Material
puo_MUWCpump
tra_MUWCpump
sou_CST
Material
puo_CRDpump
tra_CRDpump
vaoI_ConnValve1
tra_ConnValveUp
tra86
Material
vaoI_ConnValve2
tra_ConnValveDown
tra85
Material
vaoI_HPCIInjValve
tra_HPCIInjValve
tra_HPCIpump Material
puo_HPCICpump
tra_HPCIpump
tra87
Material
sou_S/P
Material
vaoI_S/PIsoValve1
tra_S/PValve1
vaoI_CSTIsoValve1
tra_CSTValve1
sou_CST
Material
vaoI_RCICInjValve
tra_RCICInjValve
tra_RCICpump Material
puo_RCICCpump
tra_RCICpump
tra88
Material
sou_S/P
Material
vaoI_S/PIsoValve2
tra_S/PValve2
vaoI_CSTIsoValve2
tra_CSTValve2
sou_CST
Material
*
**

fc2 (αi )

Type

efs_CSpump-sou6**
efs_SLCpump-sou19

Fitness
Fitness

efs_RHRpump-sou17

Fitness

efs_FPpump-sou16

Fitness

Type
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

efs_MUWCpump-sou12 Fitness
efs_CRDpump-sou23
Fitness

efs_HPCIturbine-sou22

Fitness

efs_RCICturbine-sou13

Fitness

Green means available source functions.
Red means unavailable source functions.

6.3

Generation of mitigation strategies

After specifying unavailable functions in the MFM model and actuator roles indicating
possible actions on functions, the developed rule-based inference system can be used for
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planning operating procedures for achieving two dominant safety goals during the assumed
accident, i.e. preventing core damage and maintaining containment integrity.

6.3.1

Prevent core damage

Core damage can be prevented primarily by heat removal from the reactor core. Thus, it
requires to maintain, or in most cases to increase heat transfer from the core. In terms of
MFM, a transport function representing energy transfer from fuel materials to water in RPV
is then desired to be in a high state. As shown in Fig. 6.3, a planning goal [tra18,high] is
set and inputted into the rule-based system for synthesizing operating procedures to achieve
the goal. Table 6.3 lists the generated procedures that are used for achieving core damage
prevention.

Fig. 6.3 Set planning goal as a high state of heat transfer from the reactor core (tra18)
As pointed out before, along the main steps, there may be parallel steps for the cases
that multiple preconditions exist for some identified actions. For procedures that involve in
injection, power and water sources are essential, both of which are represented as source in
MFM. Table 6.3 also indicates whether these sources are available or not. Since the modeling
case of BWR sets the source functions representing water sources and electric power as
the modeling boundary, no function is further modeled beyond these sources along neither
means-end nor part-whole dimension. When the inference system reasons to such a source
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function, no action can be further found to valid it when currently not available. Thus, the
availability of power and water sources can determine whether the procedure can succeed.

Emergency diesel generator from other units

Fire engine

1. Start MUWC pump.
2. Open MUWC isolation valve.
3. Open Low-pressure injection valve.

1. Start FP pump.
2. Open FP isolation valve.
3. Open Low-pressure injection valve.

4

5

Fire engine

Steam

1. Start FP pump.
2. Open FP isolation valve.
3. Open cross-connection valve.

1. Open S/P isolation valve1.
2. Start RCIC turbine-pump
3. Open RCIC injection valve.

1. Open CST isolation valve1.
2. Start RCIC turbine-pump
3. Open RCIC injection valve.

1. Open S/P isolation valve2.
2. Start HPCI turbine-pump
3. Open HPCI injection valve.

1. Open CST isolation valve2.
2. Start HPCI turbine-pump
3. Open HPCI injection valve.

8

9

10

11

12

13

1.1 Open HPCI steam isolation valve.

1.1 Open HPCI steam isolation valve.

Steam

Steam

Steam

Emergency diesel generator from other units

1. Start MUWC pump.
2. Open MUWC isolation valve.
3. Open cross-connection valve.

7

1.1 Open RCIC steam isolation valve.

off/on-site AC power

1. Start CRD pump.

1. Start RHR pump.
2. Open cross-connection valve.

6

1.1 Open RCIC steam isolation valve.

off/on-site AC power

1. Start RHR pump.
2. Open Low-pressure injection valve.

3

Mobile diesel generator

off/on-site AC power

1. Start SLC pump.

off/on-site AC power

1. Start CS pump.

2

Power source

1

Parallel steps

Main steps

No.

Identified operating procedures

CST

S/P

CST

S/P

FWT

CST

S/P

CST

FWT

CST

S/P

SLC

S/P

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Water source Available in SBO?

Table 6.3 Identified operating procedures for achieving heat removal from core

Items 3

Items 3

Items 3

Items 3

Items 2, 9

Items 2, 7

No

Item 2, 8

Items 2, 9

Items 2, 7

No

No

No

Addressed in AM?
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off/on-site AC power

Emergency diesel generator from other units

Open S/P isolation valve2.
1.1 Open HPCI steam isolation valve.
Start HPCI turbine-pump
Open HPCI injection valve.
Open cross-connection valve.
Open Low-pressure injection valve.

Open CST isolation valve2.
1.1 Open HPCI steam isolation valve.
Start HPCI turbine-pump
Open HPCI injection valve.
Open cross-connection valve.
Open Low-pressure injection valve.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1. Start RHR pump.
2. Open cross-connection valve.

1. Start MUWC pump.
2. Open MUWC isolation valve.
3. Open cross-connection valve.

1. Open SRV.

1. Open RCIC steam isolation valve.

1. Open HPCI steam isolation valve.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

n/a

n/a

n/a

Steam

Steam

Steam

Open CST isolation valve1.
1.1 Open RCIC steam isolation valve.
Start RCIC turbine-pump
Open RCIC injection valve valve.
Open cross-connection valve.
Open Low-pressure injection valve.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

14

Steam

Open S/P isolation valve1.
1.1 Open RCIC steam isolation valve.
Start RCIC turbine-pump
Open RCIC injection valve.
Open cross-connection valve.
Open Low-pressure injection valve.

Power source

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Parallel steps

Main steps

No.

Identified operating procedures

Table 6.3 continued.

n/a

n/a

n/a

CST

S/P

CST

S/P

CST

S/P

Water source

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Available in SBO?

No

No

No

Items 2, 7

No

Items 3 (with new cross-connection)

Items 3 (with new cross-connection)

Items 3 (with new cross-connection)

Items 3 (with new cross-connection)

Addressed in AM?
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There are 22 procedures generated, among which all the first twenty ones are related
to water injection, only the power and water source, and pipeline connection are different.
All potential water sources are assumed to be available. While on/off site AC power are
not applicable for some of systems. The actual or assumed available power sources are
emergency diesel generator from the other units for the MUWC pump, fire engine for the FP
pump, mobile diesel generator for the CRD pump, and steam for HPCI and RCIC. Apart from
procedures using the water injection function, there are three operation strategies involving
in RPV depressurization, by which steam in RPV is transferred into S/P. In other words,
depressurizing RPV has effects on increase heat removal from the core. Table 6.3 also
compares the results with existing SAM strategies for dealing with station blackout, which
will be elaborated later in Table 6.5 of Section 6.4.

6.3.2

Maintain containment integrity

In order to achieve the goal of maintaining containment integrity, it requires plant to maintain,
or decrease if necessary the pressure of the suppression chamber (S/C). In terms of MFM,
a storage function representing energy stored in S/C is desired to be in a low state, i.e.
depressurization of S/C. As shown in Fig. 6.4, therefore, a planning goal [sto10,low] is set
and inputted into the rule-based system for generating procedures to achieve the goal. Table
6.4 lists the generated procedures that are used for achieving maintenance of confinement
integrity.

Fig. 6.4 Set planning goal as a low state of energy storage in S/C (sto10)

Open S/P isolation valve1.
Start RCIC turbine-pump
Open RCIC injection valve valve.
Open cross-connection valve.
Open PCV injection valve.

Open CST isolation valve1.
Start RCIC turbine-pump
Open RCIC injection valve valve.
Open cross-connection valve.
Open PCV injection valve.

Open S/P isolation valve2.
Start HPCI turbine-pump
Open HPCI injection valve valve.
Open cross-connection valve.
Open PCV injection valve.

Open CST isolation valve2.
Start HPCI turbine-pump
Open HPCI injection valve valve.
Open cross-connection valve.
Open PCV injection valve.

1.
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5.
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5.
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5.
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1. Close HPCI steam isolation valve.

1. Open venting valve.
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1.1 Open HPCI steam isolation valve.

1.1 Open HPCI steam isolation valve.

1.1 Open RCIC steam isolation valve.

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Steam

Steam

Steam

Steam

off/on-site AC power

1. Start RHR pump.
2. Open PCV injection valve.

3
1.1 Open RCIC steam isolation valve.

Fire engine

1. Start FP pump.
2. Open FP isolation valve.
3. Open PCV injection valve.

2

Emergency diesel generator from other units

1. Start MUWC pump.
2. Open MUWC isolation valve.
3. Open PCV injection valve.

Power source

1

Parallel steps

Main steps

No.

Identified operating procedures

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

CST

S/P

CST

S/P

S/P

FWT

CST
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Yes

Yes
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Available in SBO?

Table 6.4 Identified operating procedures for achieving depressurization of S/C

No

No

No

No

Items 3
with new cross-connection

Items 3
with new cross-connection

Items 3
with new cross-connection

Items 3
with new cross-connection

No

Items 2, 9

Items 2, 7

Addressed in AM?
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Mitigation strategies for maintaining confinement integrity can also be divided into two
categories, injection and non-injection. In the former category, although there is one inlet can
be used to inject water into S/C, different power and water sources, and pipeline connections
can be applied to let water flow through the only injection inlet. As for the non-injection
category, S/C can be depressurized by venting the containment or restricting depressurization
of RPV (by closing relevant valves). Besides the operating procedures listed in Table 6.4,
strategies shown in Table 6.3, i.e. those for achieving core cooling, are found also effective
for the current goal. However, it is uncertain what degree execution of these procedures can
contribute to the goal achievement and whether there are side effects they can cause on the
other goals. This uncertainty is deemed as one of weaknesses of the MFM-based planning
technique, since MFM is only used as qualitative reasoning tool. The quantitative effects on
plant of each procedure can be validated with computer simulations in the future.

6.4

Comparing with existing SAM strategies

Despite quantitative uncertainty, in this section, the generated valid procedures are compared
with existing SAM strategies that are primarily described in the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) report NUREG/CR-5869 titled "Identification and Assessment of BWR
In-Vessel Severe Accident Mitigation Strategies" [107]. Whether existing strategies can be
covered by the generated procedures, and most importantly, whether there are unmentioned
strategies generated are demonstrated. Recent lessons from the Fukushima disaster [6] will
be also used as references for comparisons. In the end, both the merits and limitations of the
developed planning technique will be summarized.
Table 6.5, which is summarized from [107], lists potential strategies that can mitigate
BWR emergency situations resulted from station blackout. There are eleven strategies
without detailed procedures given, among which some involve in advance preparation for
resources and equipment. While the other may require human’s capabilities of immediate
response. Operators need to take advantages of existing and available equipment, as well as
their skills and creativity to find solutions for achieving safety goals. Recommendations for
immediate response will be analyzed, which show how available equipment can be applied in
flexible and previously unassociated ways. In addition, the results will also give suggestions
how resources should be reasonably prepared in advance. Insights obtained from comparison
are summarized as follows:
• There are many generated procedures using CST as the injection source (Procedures-4,
8, 11, 13, 15, 17, and 19 in Table 6.3, and Procedures-1, 5, and 7 in Table 6.4). In order
to make these multiple strategies available, apparently, it is important to keep capacity
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Table 6.5 Existing SAM strategies coping with station blackout
Item

Strategy

Actions or cautions

Planning method
Advance
Immediate
preparation response

1

2

3

4

5
6
7

8

9
10
11

(1) Augment and maintain the
original water supply in CST.
Maintain CST as an injection source
(2) Use unusual methods of
supplying makeup to CST.
(1) Consider the other sources,
e.g. ocean.
(2) Consider clever methods for
Alternative sources for vessel injection
the introduction of such sources,
e.g. temporary hose connections
Override of injection pump trip
(1) Maintain operation of vessel
(primarily to maintain RCIC or
injection beyond the point at which
HPCI available)
they would normally trip.
(1) Shed nonessential DC loads.
(for consideration of continuous
Load-shedding to conserve battery power
operation of RCIC or HPCI)
(1) Provide a portable charger.
(2) Provide hookup to the DC
Battery recharging to maintain DC loads
power system
Replenish pneumatic supply for
(1) Backup supplies of control
air-operated SRVs
air for SRVs (depressurization).
(1) Provide cross-tie capability between
Emergency cross-tie of AC power sources independent AC power sources,
such as from multi-unit site.
(1) Use mobile diesel generators,
Alternate power supply for vessel injection
or gas-turbine generator to derive
of CRD
CRD pump.
(1) Provide cross-connection with
Use diesel-driven FP pumps
vessel injection or containment
for vessel injection or containment spray
spray piping.
Automation for RPV depressurization
Improve reliability of actuation logic
by SRVs
(1) Improve reliability of relevant
equipment
Venting
(2) Act when necessary.

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√
√
√

√
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of CST, as indicated by Strategy-1 in Table 6.5. Although the current MFM model
of BWR does not describe functions beyond the independent water sources, which
means that no strategy are generated for actions for CST, operators should take the
high priority for supplying CST even by using unusual sources (Strategy-2) during
immediate response.
• Strategy-2 also mentions to consider clever methods for introduction of some sources.
Procedures-8, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, and 20 in Table 6.3, and Procedures-4, 5, 6, and 7
in Table 6.4 use different unoriginal ways for injecting water into RPV or PCV by
available power. For example of Procedure-14, using RCIC as the power and LPCI
inlet for injection. These procedures provide alternatives when some paths become
unavailable.
• Steam-driven RCIC or HPCI is one of few available systems during the initial phase of
station blackout. There are accordingly many paths generated using RCIC or HPCI
pump to provide pressure (Procedures 10-17 in Table 6.3, and Procedures 4-7 in Table
6.4). It is thus crucial to maintain RCIC or HPCI available, which is also indicated by
Strategy-3. The main concern is how the pump trip can be overridden by design of
the control logic.
• Strategy-4 and Strategy-5 involve extending battery life as much as possible and how
to recharge battery to maintain DC loads for control. Note that DC power is necessary
for most of mitigation strategies. Loss of DC power will result in unavailability of all
operable components. Since MFM primarily describes function of component, and
the MFM-based planning technique expects to find operations on components that can
affect functions, it is hardly to generate such strategies when no DC power is available
for component operations.
• Strategy-8 mentions to use CRD as an approach for vessel injection, which is also
generated by Procedure-6 in Table 6.3, although CRD is not originally designed for
injection. The water source for CRD is CST, whose importance has been emphasized
in Strategy-1. The power source can be changed with a mobile diesel generator.
• Strategy-9 emphasizes to use FP as a strategies for vessel injection and containment
spray. There are pipeline connection between FP and the other systems. The water
source can be infinite and the power by fire engines can be relatively easier brought
from outside. Many procedures using FP are also generated by MFM-based technique
(Procedures-5, 9, and 20 in Table 6.3, and Procedure-2 in Table 6.4).
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8 path

Power
sources

Maintenance

Fig. 6.5 MFM capability for planning mitigation strategies in the BWR case
• There are several SAM strategies, which are also hardly generated by MFM. Strategy-6
involves maintaining control availability of SRVs, which is also important for Strategy10. Strategy-7 involves how to apply AC power from the other units in the power
station.
According to the comparison results, in the following, capabilities as well as restrictions
of MFM for planning mitigation strategies are discussed. Figure 6.5, showing a summary of
the generated mitigation strategies for achieving core damage prevention, will be used for
demonstration. Apart from three procedures, which only rely on DC power for operation
actuation, all generated procedures need water and power sources. In other words, each
path implied by corresponding procedure must have connections with both a source function
representing water source and another source function representing power source. Note that
the current model of BWR sets those sources as modeling boundary.
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• It is advisable to provide operators alternative options of mitigation strategies as much
as possible. As shown in Fig. 6.5, MFM has capability of planning alternatives.
• The MFM-based OPS approach devotes to identifying available equipment to establish
valid paths that can achieve the goal. Loss of DC power implies that equipment will no
longer be available for control. In terms of MFM, the corresponding function will lose
potentiality, which can be not directly represented by the current MFM concept. In
this sense, MFM has no capability of planning what absent in the model.
• What can be planned by MFM heavily depends on settings of the modeling boundary
and the abstraction levels being chosen for modeling. Since the model of BWR sets
water and power sources as the boundary, it is hard to generate strategies for solving
problems of both two sources, as those mentioned in Table 6.5, i.e. methods of
supplying water and maintaining power.
• However, the results can provide insights on how above sources should be planned in
advance. For instance, there are eight paths using CST as the water sources, and it
emphasizes the importance of CST, which has been implied in Strategy-1. As for the
power source, generating eight procedures using steam-driven systems is self-evident
that RCIC and HPCI are very important for maintaining the injection function, which
is also implied in Strategy-3.

Chapter 7
Conclusions and future works
It is desired to develop a decision-making support system to facilitate operators’ performance
of knowledge-based planning. The difficulties faced by human in building mental models
of plant and reasoning plans can be solved by computer’s capabilities of knowledge representation and systematic inference. By literature review, it is argued that most existing
operating procedure synthesis (OPS) systems fail to explicitly and adequately describe plant
knowledge. This restricts capabilities of planning responding strategies involving alternative
systems or those that can achieve functions that may not be typically achieved in that way,
which are commonly required in situations that call upon the knowledge-based planning.
Multilevel flow modeling (MFM), whose way of decomposing and integrating plant knowledge is considered to be consistent with the standard function-oriental emergency procedure
development process. Besides, MFM is able to cover both intention and causality aspects of
actions, which makes MFM suitable and competitive to be the domain knowledge bases for
the action planning. This thesis presents an application of MFM in the field of OPS. A case
in the nuclear domain is used to demonstrate capabilities and limitations of the proposed
MFM-based planning support technique. In this chapter, main contributions and potential
future works extended from this thesis are briefly summarized.

7.1

Contributions and conclusions

This thesis contributes to support for knowledge-based planning in following ways:
• An OPS approach based on MFM is proposed in terms of the general AI planner
concept. In concludes that a plant can be transited from an initial state to a goal state by
propagating influences of actions on functions. When the goal is set on a function, in
turn, necessary actions, which is represented as an action template with two elements,
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i.e. deterministic effects and preconditions, can be planned by searching function states
that can causally affect the goal achievement through a whole MFM model.
• A rule inference strategy is proposed for implementing the MFM-based action planning
approach. The concept of actuator role can be flexibly used to carry action-related
information within MFM. A modeling pattern is proposed to represent action templates.
Develop different categories of general rules for making consistent reasoning between
state- and action-variables of modeling entities that are essential for comprising procedures. Interpretation rules are also proposed for translating inference results into valid
operating procedures. The developed MFM-based and rule-based systems provides the
foundation for wide applications of OPS based on MFM. Both the modeling and rule
bases are convenient to be updated when relevant information is obtained.
• The inference system also set the basis for developing a sophisticated real-time planning
support system. The framework of a potential technique is presented, which integrates
the inference system. Requirements for the other plant knowledge are explained.
• An MFM model of boiling water reactor (BWR) that describes operational objectives
and functions is constructed as the domain knowledge base for the presented case
study. The developed inference system is applied to generate mitigation strategies in
the format of operating procedures for achieving the goals of preventing core damage
and maintaining containment integrity during the initial phase of station blackout. The
results are compared with the existing severe accident management (SAM) strategies
in the nuclear industry. It concludes that MFM has capability of generating alternative
response plans including some unique and creative approaches for achieving a goal
despite many components become unavailable. However, the capability is subject to
the modeling boundary and abstraction levels.

7.2

Future works

Future works of this study can be divided into two potential application domains:
• Real-time response planning support. It is desirable to provide operators options as
much as possible when standard responses are unavailable. This mainly involves in
developing a sophisticate planning support system on the basis of the proposed rulebased inference system. The modeling pattern with actuator role provides a foundation
for defining action and precondition identifying rules. When relevant information is
confirmed from component operation documents and plant situations, it is convenient
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to update the rule-bases. Although Fig. 5.13 provides the framework of a potential
real-time planning support system, there are several works that need to be done in
the future: (1) build an accurate and complete MFM model for OPS, which needs
to fully understand the process, and plant operational information should also be
used for model verification; (2) Currently, the developed system relies on manually
selecting paths from a tree structure rather than automatic generation of valid operating
procedures. The proposed interpretation rules should be integrated into the current
system to display interpreted procedures directly; (3) Since the availability of function
determines whether it can be used for reasoning and the procedure involving it is
valid, function status assessment is necessary, which can be performed by operators or
directly obtained from plant data; (4) For functions that are currently not established,
actions for satisfying potentiality, capability, and triggering conditions may need to be
planned according to the action phase theory. In such case, a new planning algorithm
may be required.
• Off-line preparation. Chapter 6 has indicated that the MFM-based OPS technique
has potential to supplement SAM. It is crucial to evaluate the generated procedures
before they can be incorporated into the SAM documents. It has been analyzed how
important the water and power sources for success of a procedure. It is also necessary to
evaluate consequences related to other components, and how the plan can be executed
successfully by human [5]. A systemic and quantitative approach of plan evaluation
with dynamic computer simulations may be required.
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Appendix A
Descriptions of functions in the MFM
model of BWR
Table A.1 lists descriptions of major functions included in the structure efs_main.
Table A.2 lists descriptions of major functions included in the structure mfs_main.
Table A.3 lists descriptions of mass flow functions in auxiliary systems.
Table A.4 lists descriptions of means-end relations.
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Table A.1 Descriptions of functions included in the structure efs_main
Function
sou4
tra0
tra18
sto7
tra24, sin9
tra19
sto8
tra48, sin29
tra21
tra22, sin7
tra23, sin8
tra25
tra70
tra67
tra68, sin40
tra69
sto9
tra27
sto10
tra28, sin11
tra29, sin12

Description
Nuclear energy in the form of mass
Release of heat by fission process
Heat conducting from fuel cladding to water in RPV
Energy stored in the water of RPV
Core cooling by auxiliary systems
Energy in water is transformed to steam when evaporating
Energy stored in the steam of RPV
Energy in steam is transformed to water when condensing
Heat transfer in the main steam line
Generating electric
Transferring heat to environment (sea)
Transporting heat through RSVs
Transforming heat of steam to heat in S/P
Transferring heat to steam utilization systems
Steam heat being used
Transforming heat of exhausted steam to heat in S/P
Energy stored in S/P
Water being evaporated into steam
Energy stored in the air of S/C and PCV
Energy in steam is transformed to water when condensing
Transferring heat to environment (air)
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Table A.2 Descriptions of functions included in the structure mfs_main
Function
sto3
sto4
tra8
tra49
tra58
tra59
sto19
bar5, sin3
sou14, tra50
tra73
traRCICIsoValve
traHPCIIsoValve
sou15, tra51
sto14
traSRV
tra74, sin41
tra44
tra43
sto15
traVentingValve
barRuptureDisc
sin24

Description
Water storage of RPV
Steam storage of RPV
Water in RPV being evaporated into steam
Steam in RPV being condensed into water
Steam transport in the main steam line and turbine
Water transport in the feed water line
Water stored in the condenser
Isolating the main power line from circulation of sea water
Injecting external water into RPV
Transport steam to steam utilization systems
Steam transport in RCIC steam isolation valve
Steam transport in HPCI steam isolation valve
Injecting external water into S/C
Water storage of S/P
Water transport through SRVs
Using water in S/P for auxiliary systems
Steam in PCV and S/C being condensed into water
Water in S/P being evaporated into steam
Gas stored in PCV and S/C
Water transport through the venting valve
Water transport through rupture disc
Environment (air)
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Table A.3 Descriptions of mass flow functions in auxiliary systems
Structure

Function

Description

mfs_main

souS/P
traRHRpump
souFWT
traFPpump
traFPIsoValve
souCST
traMUWCpump
traMUWCIsoValve
traCRDpump
traLPInjValve
traPCVInjValve
sin17
tra18
traConnValve
traS/Pvalve
traCSTvalve
traRCICpump
traHPCIpump
traRCICInjValve
traHPCIInjValve
sin19

mfs_CS

souS/P
tra35
sin16

mfs_SLC

souSLST
tra60
sin34

Water in SLST
Water transport in SLST
RPV

mfs_CWP

sou2
traCWP
sin39

Water in sea
Water transport through the CWP
Sea

Water in S/P
Water transport through the RHR pump
Water in FWT
Water transport through the FP pump
Water transport through the FP isolation valve
Water in CST
Water transport through the MUWC pump
Water transport through the MUWC isolation valve
Water transport through the CRD pump
Water transport through the LPCI valve
Water transport through the PCV injection valve
RPV
PCV
Water transport through the cross-connection valve
Water transport through the S/P valve
Water transport through the CST valve
Water transport through the RCIC pump
Water transport through the HPCI pump
Water transport through the RCIC injection valve
Water transport through the HPCI injection valve
RPV
Water in S/P
Water transport in CS
RPV

mediate

produce

maintain

Relation
Structure
efs_main
efs_main
mfs_main
efs_main
efs_main
efs_main
efs_main
efs_main
mfs_SLC
mfs_main
mfs_main
mfs_main
mfs_main

Function

tra22
tra0
sto3
sto8

tra18
sto8

sto10

tra0

tra60
traSRV
tra71
tra72
traVentingValve

Means

tra0
tra25
tra67
tra67
tra29

obj8

obj7

obj5
obj6

obj1
obj2
obj3
obj4

Function

efs_main
efs_main
efs_main
efs_main
efs_main

Structure

End

Mediate nuclear power by providing boron
Heat transport by transporting steam through SRV
Heat transport by transporting steam through RCIC
Heat transport by transporting steam through HPCI
Heat transport by transporting steam through venting valve

Produce increase of the heat transfer from the reactor core
Produce decrease of the average through temperature in RPV
Produce increase of the heat
transfer from PCV
Produce decrease of the nuclear power

Maintain electrical power
Maintain nuclear power
Maintain water level in the RPV
Maintain the average temperature in RPV

Description

Table A.4 Descriptions of means-end relations
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Function

Means
Structure

Function

End
Structure

Description

traLPInjValve
mfs_auxiliary
tra24
efs_main
Core cooling by low pressure injection
tra77
mfs_auxiliary
tra24
efs_main
Core cooling by high pressure injection
tra35
mfs_CS
tra24
efs_main
Core cooling by core spray
tra60
mfs_SLC
tra24
efs_main
Core cooling by SLC
tra35
mfs_CS
tra48
efs_main
Decrease pressure in RPV
traPCVInjValve
mfs_auxiliary
tra28
efs_main
Decrease pressure in S/C and PCV
tra35
mfs_CS
sou14
mfs_main
Provide source for RPV injection
tra60
mfs_SLC
sou14
mfs_main
Provide source for RPV injection
tra77
mfs_auxiliary
sou14
mfs_main
Provide source for RPV injection
mfs_auxiliary
sou14
mfs_main
Provide source for RPV injection
producer traLPInjValve
tra48
efs_main
sou49
mfs_main
Condense steam by core spray
-product
tra41
efs_MUWCpump
traMUWCpump
mfs_auxiliary
Provide pressure on flow by pump
tra53
efs_FPpump
traFPCpump
mfs_auxiliary
Provide pressure on flow by pump
tra56
efs_RHRpump
traRHRpump
mfs_auxiliary
Provide pressure on flow by pump
tra82
efs_CRDpump
traCRDpump
mfs_auxiliary
Provide pressure on flow by pump
tra46
efs_RCICturbine
tra_RCICpump
mfs_auxiliary
Provide pressure on flow by pump
tra79
textitefs_HPCIturbine tra_HPCIpump
mfs_auxiliary
Provide pressure on flow by pump
tra71
mfs_main
sou13
efs_RCICturbine Provide pressure on flow by pump
tra72
mfs_main
sou22
efs_HPCIturbine Provide pressure on flow by pump
tra62
efs_SLCpump
tra60
mfs_SLC
Provide pressure on flow by pump
tra33
efs_CSpump
tra35
mfs_CS
Provide pressure on flow by pump
tra65
efs_CWP
traCWP
mfs_CWP
Provide pressure on flow by pump

Relation

Table A.4 continued.
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Appendix B
D ROOLS rules for MFM-based action
planning
B.1

Example of D ROOLS influence propagation rules (causes)

The following pseudo code is an example for defining D ROOLS rules of influence propagation
rules. It is a rule for deriving causes of an assumption, which is consistent with that for
deriving influences for goal achievement in the MFM-based action planning. The MFM
pattern is sou/sto-in-tra connection, and the assumption is "low" state of the non-transport
function, conclusion on the transport function can be drawn.
In conditions of each rule (when statements), s, e or f, and r represent object types, i.e.
functions and relations involved in an MFM pattern, respectively. m is an assumption on one
of entities in the pattern. Conclusion (then statements) is an assumption on the other entity
in the pattern. Rules for identifying actions and their preconditions are also develop with the
same rule template.

rule " Downstream Flow Function Cause_25 "
when
m: MFMPostdiction ( Valid == MFMAssumption . VALID, State == "
low " , Direction . contains ( " downstream " ) )
r: MFMRelation ( Start == m . getFunction () ,
Type == MFMRelFlow . INFLUENCE || Type == MFMRelFlow .
PARTICIPATE )
s : MFMFcnFlow ( Type == MFMFcnAvailable . SOURCE || Type ==
MFMFcnTime . STORAGE, ! m . fromFcn ( this ) ) from r . getStart ()
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e : MFMFcnFlow ( Type == MFMFcnSpace . TRANSPORT, ! m . fromFcn (
this ) ) from r . getEnd ()
then
MFMFunction f = m . getFunction () ;
MFMPostdiction a = new MFMPostdiction (
( f == s ) ? e:s,
" high " ,
" downstream " ,m ) ;
insert ( a ) ;
LoggerFactory . getLogger ( " reasoning " ) . info ( " + new
"+ "
Cause of " + m + " <- " + a ) ;
end

B.2

D ROOLS action identifying rules

rule " ValveOperation Cause_245 "
when
m : MFMPostdiction ( Valid == MFMAssumption . VALID , ( State
== " high " ) , ! Direction . isEmpty )
r : MFMRelActuator ( Type == MFMRelActuator . ACTON, End == m .
getFunction () )
s : MFMFcnRole ( Type == MFMFcnActuator . VALVEOPERATION ) from r
. getStart ()
f : MFMFcnFlow ( Type == MFMFcnSpace . TRANSPORT ) from m .
getFunction ()
then
MFMPostdiction a = new MFMPostdiction ( s, " open " , " upstream
downstream " ,m ) ;
insert ( a ) ;
LoggerFactory . getLogger ( " reasoning " ) . info ( " + new
"+ "
Cause of " + m + " -> " + a ) ;
end
rule " ValveOperation Cause_246 "
when

B.2 D ROOLS action identifying rules
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m : MFMPostdiction ( Valid == MFMAssumption . VALID , ( State
== " low " ) , ! Direction . isEmpty )
r : MFMRelActuator ( Type == MFMRelActuator . ACTON, End == m .
getFunction () )
s : MFMFcnRole ( Type == MFMFcnActuator . VALVEOPERATION ) from r
. getStart ()
f : MFMFcnFlow ( Type == MFMFcnSpace . TRANSPORT ) from m .
getFunction ()
then
MFMPostdiction a = new MFMPostdiction ( s, " close " , " upstream
downstream " ,m ) ;
insert ( a ) ;
LoggerFactory . getLogger ( " reasoning " ) . info ( " + new
"+ "
Cause of " + m + " -> " + a ) ;
end
rule " PumpOperation Cause_254 "
when
m : MFMPostdiction ( Valid == MFMAssumption . VALID , ( State
== " high " ) , ! Direction . isEmpty )
r : MFMRelActuator ( Type == MFMRelActuator . ACTON, End == m .
getFunction () )
s : MFMFcnRole ( Type == MFMFcnActuator . PUMPOPERATION ) from r .
getStart ()
f : MFMFcnFlow ( Type == MFMFcnSpace . TRANSPORT ) from m .
getFunction ()
then
MFMPostdiction a = new MFMPostdiction ( s, " start " , " upstream
downstream " ,m ) ;
insert ( a ) ;
LoggerFactory . getLogger ( " reasoning " ) . info ( " + new
"+ "
Cause of " + m + " -> " + a ) ;
end
rule " PumpOperation Cause_255 "
when
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m : MFMPostdiction ( Valid == MFMAssumption . VALID , ( State
== " low " ) , ! Direction . isEmpty )
r : MFMRelActuator ( Type == MFMRelActuator . ACTON, End == m .
getFunction () )
s : MFMFcnRole ( Type == MFMFcnActuator . PUMPOPERATION ) from r .
getStart ()
f : MFMFcnFlow ( Type == MFMFcnSpace . TRANSPORT ) from m .
getFunction ()
then
MFMPostdiction a = new MFMPostdiction ( s, " stop " , " upstream
downstream " ,m ) ;
insert ( a ) ;
LoggerFactory . getLogger ( " reasoning " ) . info ( " + new
"+ "
Cause of " + m + " -> " + a ) ;
end

B.3

D ROOLS precondition identifying rules

rule " PumpCondition Cause_263 "
when
m : MFMPostdiction ( Valid == MFMAssumption . VALID , ( State
== " start " ) , ! Direction . isEmpty )
r : MFMRelActuator ( Type == MFMRelActuator . CONDITIONFOR, End
== m . getFunction () )
s : MFMFcnFlow ( Type == MFMFcnAvailable . SOURCE || Type ==
MFMFcnTime . STORAGE || Type == MFMFcnSpace . TRANSPORT ) from
r . getStart ()
f : MFMFcnRole ( Type == MFMFcnActuator . PUMPOPERATION ) from m .
getFunction ()
then
MFMPostdiction a = new MFMPostdiction ( s, " high " , " upstream
downstream " ,m ) ;
insert ( a ) ;
LoggerFactory . getLogger ( " reasoning " ) . info ( " + new
"+ "
Cause of " + m + " -> " + a ) ;
end

B.3 D ROOLS precondition identifying rules
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rule " PumpCondition Cause_264 "
when
m : MFMPostdiction ( Valid == MFMAssumption . VALID , ( State
== " start " ) , ! Direction . isEmpty )
r : MFMRelActuator ( Type == MFMRelActuator . CONDITIONFOR, End
== m . getFunction () )
s : MFMFcnFlow ( Type == MFMFcnAvailable . SOURCE || Type ==
MFMFcnTime . STORAGE || Type == MFMFcnSpace . TRANSPORT ) from
r . getStart ()
f : MFMFcnRole ( Type == MFMFcnActuator . PUMPOPERATION ) from m .
getFunction ()
then
MFMPostdiction a = new MFMPostdiction ( s, " high " , " upstream
downstream " ,m ) ;
insert ( a ) ;
LoggerFactory . getLogger ( " reasoning " ) . info ( " + new
"+ "
Cause of " + m + " -> " + a ) ;
end
rule " ValveCondition Cause_272 "
when
m : MFMPostdiction ( Valid == MFMAssumption . VALID , ( State
== " open " ) , ! Direction . isEmpty )
r : MFMRelActuator ( Type == MFMRelActuator . CONDITIONFOR, End
== m . getFunction () )
s : MFMFcnFlow ( Type == MFMFcnAvailable . SOURCE || Type ==
MFMFcnTime . STORAGE || Type == MFMFcnSpace . TRANSPORT ) from
r . getStart ()
f : MFMFcnRole ( Type == MFMFcnActuator . VALVEOPERATION ) from m
. getFunction ()
then
MFMPostdiction a = new MFMPostdiction ( s, " high " , " upstream
downstream " ,m ) ;
insert ( a ) ;
LoggerFactory . getLogger ( " reasoning " ) . info ( " + new
"+ "
Cause of " + m + " -> " + a ) ;
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end
rule " ValveCondition Cause_273 "
when
m : MFMPostdiction ( Valid == MFMAssumption . VALID , ( State
== " close " ) , ! Direction . isEmpty )
r : MFMRelActuator ( Type == MFMRelActuator . CONDITIONFOR, End
== m . getFunction () )
s : MFMFcnFlow ( Type == MFMFcnAvailable . SOURCE || Type ==
MFMFcnTime . STORAGE || Type == MFMFcnSpace . TRANSPORT ) from
r . getStart ()
f : MFMFcnRole ( Type == MFMFcnActuator . VALVEOPERATION ) from m
. getFunction ()
then
MFMPostdiction a = new MFMPostdiction ( s, " low " , " upstream
downstream " ,m ) ;
insert ( a ) ;
LoggerFactory . getLogger ( " reasoning " ) . info ( " + new
"+ "
Cause of " + m + " -> " + a ) ;
end

